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INTRODUCTION.

The contents of the present volume of the Catalogue General are arranged in

a way which requires a word of explanation. For various reasons it was not

possible to obtain a complete survey of the whole material before proceeding to

catalogue it. Many of the less important objects were stored away in the magazines

of the old palace at Ghizeh, where they had an excellent chance of eluding

observation. During the last two years again the collection has been in a state

of fluK : new objects have been constantly coming in from excavations and acci-

dental finds ''\ while part of the older material has been from time to time

transferred to the Museum of Alexandria. Instead, therefore, of publishing the

text in the rather haphazard order in which it was necessarily written I have

rearranged it to a certain extent, so that for instance the archaic statuettes and

the funerary stelae will be found gathered together in two compact groups

instead of being incongruously scattered about. The advantage of this is obvious.

The drawback is that the numbers assigned to the objects do not follow each

other in the text in their natural order : hence it has been necessary to draw up

an index (I, p. 7 5) giving the page on which each number occurs. The existence

of this index is the practical point to which I wish to call attention.

The photographs from which the plates have been prepared are almost wholly

the work of Brugsch Bey. As the objects catalogued vary greatly in size, the

illustrations are naturally not on a uniform scale. For practical reasons the

arrangement of the plates does not coincide throughout with the order of the

text; but that is not a matter that will cause any inconvenience. The statues and

stelae that are not illustrated are few and unimportant, being for the most

part replicas of well-known types.

The title of Greek Sculpture expresses the main character of the volume. Many

things in the list, however, are partly Greek and partly Egyptian, and a few are

even more Egyptian than Greek. In dealing with antiquities of the Ptolemaic and

Roman ages it is a constantly recurring difficulty where to draw the line. My

( 1
) Several indeed have come in since my manuscript went to press, — too late to be illustrated

and therefore not included in the following catalogue.



reason for including such objects as n° 2767 1 is that though they are themselves

essentially Egyptian, yet their chief interest lies in their relation to Greek art.

The most important of the Graeco-Egvptian portrait-statues will he published in

the catalogue of Dr. Borchardt. A few pieces, however, which he left out I have

taken the opportunity of inserting in this volume (see pi. XV) : it seemed a pity

to omit all reference to these most interesting examples of the combination of

Greek and Egyptian styles, the more so that many students of Greek archaeology

are not in the habit of consulting Egyptological books.

Several of the inscribed stelae had been previously numbered and catalogued

by Mr. Milne as inscriptions. I could not well have omitted these altogether from

a catalogue of sculpture. I have therefore described them along with the others,

retaining Mr. Milne's numbering, but for illustrations of them I must refer the

reader to his volume, which is expected to appear about the same time as mine.

It may be well to explain here that what I have cited in the bibliography as

rrMASPERO, Guiden is the well-known catalogue published in i883, whereas

r Crt/rt/og-H^ Maspero fl refers to a slip-catalogue in the Museum prepared about

the same time : the numbering is the same in both, so far as they go, but some

objects are catalogued in the latter only and it is merely in such cases that I have

cited it. The I\olice of 1896 and that of 1897 are practically identical and are

therefore referred to as one book. The Guide published by M. Maspero in 1902 is

the latest Museum catalogue that I have been able to make use of in the present

volume.

The Cairo collection of Greek sculpture has been formed within the last Gfty

years from excavations and purchases. It has been gathered together from all parts

of Egypt, but does not include much material from Alexandria as the finds made

there are of course kept in the local Museum. Willi so much excavation and

.sc6flA7(-digging going on, the two collections are likely to receive constant additions

for a long time to come. A good deal of the material has been already described

in print. Not to speak of the various Museum Guides, several of the statues have

been discussed by Schreiber''' and Amelung--', and some of the grave-reliefs

have been published or mentioned bv Pfuhl'^^ There is moreover a good and

fairly full account of the whole collection by von Bissing in the Archaeologische

Anzeiger of 1901, though it should be noted that several of the pieces there

( 1
) Der Gallierkopf.

(2) BnUeltino della comnmsione arch, comunale, W\ . p. i lo.

(3) Athenisrhe Mittlmlungen, 1901, p. 958-3o4.



published have been removed to Alexandria since the article was written '"'. The

following general remarks on the more prominent features of the collection are

offered as a supplement to the formal and isolated descriptions of the catalogue

proper. The only subject in which I have attempted anvthing more than a brief

notice is the group of late funerary stelae, as this is the sole branch of Greek

sculpture for which the Cairo Museum is the principal source. As regards the

higher levels of Alexandrian art there is probably more material in Europe than

in Egvpt, though what is preserved here is very valuable as a starting-point.

PI. I illustrates the earliest group of objects with which we have to deal. The

remains of archaic Greek sculpture that have been discovered in this country have

a special kind of interest now that the influence of Egypt on the beginnings of

Greek art is universallv recognized. In the first stages it is most probable that

this influence was brought into action by the exportation of Egyptian objects to

Greek countries'"'. To what extent it was also furthered by Greek craftsmen who

either lived in Egypt (naturallv not till after the foundation of Naukratis) or who

came here for a short visit is a debatable question; but there is no doubt that

something was communicated in this wav. Diodoros in a well-known passage

(I, 98) informs us that the Samian sculptors Theodoros and Telekles passed

some time in Egvpt. presumablv as travelling students. The sort of instruction

which from the gist of the passage we may suppose them to have received '^' can

be best appreciated if one examines a set of Egyptian trial-pieces in various stages

of completion with incised measurements on the unfinished parts '^^ Looking at

such evidences of careful training in methodical accuracy one can well understand

(1) These are n" 4, p. 199, fig. t ; n" 19, p. 9o3, fig. 4; n° 91, p. 9oi, fig. 6; n° 3o, p. 907,

fig. 1 1; and n°' 3i, 39 and 33, p. 9o8.

(9) See for example Mallet, Les premiers etablissemenls des Grecs en Egypte, p. 978 : ihe same

subject has been discussed by other writers also, but I have no references at hand.

(3) M. Mallet (loc. cil., p. 974) is of opinion that what the Greek visitors really studied and

profited by was the Egyptian practice of hollow-casting, but the details of the story point to some

such explanation as is given above. The objection of the same author that there never existed a fixed

canon of proportions in Egvptian sculpture is irrelevant : all that Diodoros implies is that the

Samians brought back from Egvpt a more precise method of measurement and execution together

with certain external traits.

(4) Among these trial-pieces are many plaster casts, several of which (I know of at least four)

have been discovered at Naukratis. Whether these are merely casts of limestone trial-pieces or are

reproductions of clav originals I do not know. In the latter case it would be a natural inference that

they are studies for bronzes. Perhaps, however, there was no strict division between the sculptors

and the bronze-casters as regards their preliminary training.



the origin of the story that a certain famous work of the Samian brothers was

made in two separate, vertically divided portions, one half by Telekles in Samos

and the other by Theodoros in Ephesos, and that the two pieces when put

together fitted into each other with perfect precision '''. The story is not likely to

be literally true, but it indicates that the establishment of systems of proportion

in early Greek sculpture and the methods of carrying them into execution were

traditionally supposed to have been derived from Egypt. And it is highly probable

that this tradition was correct.

The alabaster statuettes from Naukratis or the neighbouring district, of which

there are a few specimens in the Cairo collection, n°' 97/125-27/128, are

sometimes quoted as the first step in the evolution of the archaic male type from

its Egyptian model '-'. As alabaster is a very common material in Egypt and as

similar statuettes of alabaster have not yet been discovered outside of Egypt, it

is probable enough that they were made here. That the origin of the whole archaic

series is to be found in this small group of statuettes is less probable. The type is

of course Egyptian and there are Egyptian traits in the faces, but on the wiiole

they are not more conspicuously Egyptian than works of the same period found

in Greece itself. Their provenance alone is not sufficient ground for regarding

them as the first attempts of the Greeks in this kind of sculpture. Among these

small alabaster figures there is one which is so typically Cypriote or semi-Oriental

that if made in Naukratis it can onlv have been copied from an imj)orfed or

clearly remembered model '^'. In a less pronounced degree the same thing seems

to me to be true of the whole group : they are copies, probably made in

Naukratis, of types which, originally derived from Egypt, had already become

Hellenized in tha cities of the Aegean sea. As regards the small limestone

statuettes with the long-sleeved, foldless garments, n°' 27629, etc. — works of

semi-oriental style, the most numerous examples of which are found in Cyprus

— it is an open question whether these were imported or were made on the

spot. That much of the dedicated pottery was imported there is no doubt, and it

(1) One of the limestone trial-pieces in Cairo consists of a half-head divided verlicallv and

longitudinally, — an interesting illustration of the passage in Diodoros.

(9) Jahrbuch, 1899, p. 1
'79 (Kieseritzky); Furtwangler, Meislerwerke,p. 719. What M. kieserilzky

points out as specially Egyptian in the figure which he publishes is a certain plumpness and lack

of detail in the bodily forms in contrast with careful execution of the head. The observation is

interesting but does not prove the priority of the Naukratis statuettes. Several figures from the

Aegean show quite as little detail in the rendering of the body as those from Xaukratis. The case in

fact rests entirely on the general likelihood of Naukratis having been the cradle of Greek sculpture.

(3) Petrie, Naukralis, vol. I, pi. I, 2; cf. Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 199.



is at least very probable that a great many of the statuettes were likewise

brought from abroad.

The little figure with the fcarchaic smiles, n" ayiaS, which was in the

Museum before the English excavations at Naukratis and which is said to have

come from Sais, is one of the best works of its class''' : the style is probably

Ionian of the vi"* century. Both here and in the case of n° 27/126 we miss a

characteristic which appears on some of the statuettes in London, the strongly

marked outline round the base of the breast. The two heads, n°' 27427 and

97/128, exemplify the differences of style in the alabaster group : the features of

the former have a more distinctly Greek character than those of the latter,

recalling rather the Petersburg statuette (^Jahrbiich , 1892, pi. VI). IN" 27481 is.

a much larger work than any of those just mentioned and most interesting as an

example of Egyptian influence. The hair and eyebrows, probably also the rim of

the eyelids, have been inlaid in blue glass, — an Egyptian practice of which we

have several instances in statuary of the New Kingdom. In respect of style, however,

the statuette probably owes nothing to direct imitation of native models. As it was

found at Memphis it may very likely be connected with the Ionian settlement

established there in the early years of Amasis. In this case at any rate we may be

confident that we have before us a Greek work executed on Egyptian soil.

The excavations at Naukratis have brought to light scarcely any remains of

sculpture dating from the period of the Persian domination, and we may safely

assume that there was no local Greek school of any im[)ortance at that time. The

most famous age of Greek sculpture is not represented in Egypt except by a few

copies of the Roman age, of which one of the most interesting examples has been

published in a former volume of this series, Greek Moulds, pi. I, n" 32336.

Alexandrian art then was probably (|uite unaffected by any Greek style that may

have lived on in Egypt until the time of the Macedonian conquest. In its begin-

nings it was wholly derived from the mother-country. When Egypt passed into

(1 ) The ffarch.iic smile n is sometimes spoken of as oae of ihe first signs of Greek naturalism In llie

history of sculpture, hut as a matter of fact it is Egyptian in origin. A downward curve of the lips

towards the middle, sometimes very pronounced, is a characteristic of many Egyptian works of the

New Empire and is evidently the prototype of the archaic smile. Further, the fullness of the upper lip

which one finds on some Greek heads such as n" 27/125 is also typically Egyptian. There is a curious

parallel to the origin of the archaic smile in a certain class of objects of much later date. When the

Greeks in the country towns adopted the custom of making mummy-masks for their dead, their

first attempts were naturally influenced by the Egyptian types and many of the faces have in

consequence thathalf-srailing, downward droop of the lips which is characteristic of archaic Greek

statues.



the power of a Hellenized dynasty, artists of all kinds would naturally he

attracted hither from the Greek cities. As has heen pointed out by M. Pfuhl. the

earliest gravestones from Alexandria are apparently the work of Athenian immi-

grants. It has been shown again that certain conspicuous traits in early Ptolemaic

sculpture are derived from the style of Praxiteles'"', and the influence of other

iv"" century masters has also been detected here and there. The younger Attic

school seems to have been the predominant influence; though probably if more

early bronzes had survived, traces of Peloponnesian traditions would be more

apparent. The population was drawn from many quarters, and the description

of the statues and other treasures displayed at the festival of Ptolemy Philadelphos

is suggestive of a very catholic taste in art'"''.

The characteristics of Greek sculpture in Ptolemaic Egypt have been studied

by Messrs. Schreiber and Amelung in several valuable essays, and some of the

works here catalogued will be recognized as among those which they have

published or cited. Unfortunately the present volume does not contain much

that is new in this department. N° a 7 46 4, however, which is among the best

surviving pieces of the early period, deserves to be i)etter known; the head

resembles one of those already published (Amelung, Ioc cil., p. 1 1 6), if one may

judge by the illustration; the treatment of the hair is characteristically sketchy,

the outline of thelower eyelid almost imperceptible'^'. The small head n° 27/176,

which either represents an idealized Alexander the Great or some youthful deity

of similar type '''', was found among objects of the later Hellenistic period,

which at least gives us an approximate date : it also is typically Alexandrian,

though the softness of the expression is considerably heightened by the transpa-

(1) Bull, dclla coinm. arrh. com., p. i.38. M. Aincluiij; also traces, in a less degree, liie influence

of Skopas — il would be surprising indeed it" the traditions of Skopas had left no mark in Alexandria

— and of the more shadowy Leocliarcs (p. i4o). Lysippos on the otlier hand is represented by a

small head of Alexander {Slrena Helbigiana, p. 278) as well as by the bronze statuette published in

Arch. Anzeiger, 189!), p. 169.

(9) Athenaeus V, 1 96 E. Ai^xeito Ss eivi fisr twi' Tijs (rxyjvijs aipaa-lihwv ?iia ^ip{iipiv% T&ii' TUpeinwr

Ts^riTsSi' exardv iv hi rafs dvi (liaov •/wpans aiviuiss •zwv -ixu&jvmoSt' ^wypilpwv eraAAiJ h' sTriXsxroi

elxaaioLi -nraiTofai . . .

(3) In looking at works of this class it ought to be borne in mind that the softness of the outlines

was originally modified by the use of paint. A small head of the early Alexandrian school which 1 saw

lately had unusually distinct remains of colouring : very noticeable was a line of red round the rim

of the eyelids.

(i) The object of the hole on the lop of the iiead is not clear. Possibly it may have held an

Egyptian crown of ram's horns and other attributes. Greek types with Egyptian headdresses are

common enough in the Roman period.



rency of the alabaster which prevents the modelling from having- its proper effect

on the eye. Of a diiferent style is n" 27/469, which I take to be an early archai-

cizing work, and as the nearest parallel comes from Cyprus, it may perhaps

have been carved by a Cypriote immigrant *"'
: if I am right in dating it early,

the fact that it was found at Boubastis is worthy of note. The Gaul's head,

n" 27^75 . has been selected by Schreiber as a leading example of the Alexan-

drian style, but doubts have been raised whether this line fragment was either

made in Egypt or found there; such evidence as there is, however, whether

external or internal, does not seem to me to tell at all strongly against the

probability of its Egyptian provenance. At the same time a case of this sort involves

a larger question. While certain classes of Hellenistic works from Egypt have

been admirably analysed bv the above-mentioned writers, it still remains to be

determined, more strictly at least than has yet been done, how far the qualities

of these works are shared by Hellenistic sculpture from other centres. The rela-

tion between the Alexandrian sculptors and their foreign contemporaries is a

problem that might well be farther investigated. In all likelihood there was a

great deal of intercourse and interaction. Of the very few sculptors' signatures

that have been found in Egypt it is noteworthy that two are Rhodian and one

is Cypriote.

The representations of ideal types shown on pis. II-X do not of course all date

from the Hellenistic period : a great many of them certainly belong to Roman

times. They include no masterpieces from Alexandria itself. The great majority

are unambitious works of a minor order, sboyvingthe average level of workman-

ship throughout the country down to the n"'' or nT'' century A. D. N° 9806 , p. 1 3,

is valuable as a dated specimen from the time of Hadrian : it should be noted

how similar it is in style to the Antonine relief on pi. XXVI. The statuette of

Ares, n° 2762 4, pi. V, maybe pointed out as another typical work of the Roman

period. From among the early group on the other hand n"' 27666 and 27655

may be cited as conspicuous examples of Hellenistic style. It is difficult, however,

to Gx the date of all these minor works on internal evidence alone. We cannot

say that the qualities of execution which are characteristic of so much Hellenistic

sculpture in Egypt, softness of modelling and faintness of outline, were not

maintained till well into the Roman age. To judge by the finds, the demand for

exact copies of older statues yvas very small in Egypt compared to what it was in

Italy. More or less free reproductions of ideal types are the class of work yvhich

(
1

) For the signature of a Cypriote sculptor in Egypt sec B.S. Annual, V, p. .32.
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seems to have been most common both under the Ptolemies and under the

Emperors, and I doubt whether there is much difference in style between the

Hellenistic and the earlier Roman specimens.

A study of all the Roman portraits known to have been found in Egypt would

probably disclose some points of difference between them and those which come

from Italy; but the Cairo collection (see pi. XII) is far too meagre for such a

purpose. The most novel and interesting piece is the relief on pi. XXVI'''. As is

pointed out in the text of the catalogue, it may probably be dated to about i/i5

A.D. , and it is a typical specimen of provincial workmanship at that period.

Artistic merit it has little claim to, being but a formal group of conventionally

draped figures rendered with mechanical ease; yet the likenesses are good without

being elaborated and there is a certain Egyptian softness in the execution. It is

unfortunate that the identification of the female figures is somewhat uncertain.

N°' 27687 and 97688''' are further additions to the list of Imperial portraits

from Egypt. N" 27680 again bears so close a resemblance to the recognized

portraits of Severus Alexander that in spite of one or two minor differences it

seems to me to be certainly a genuine likeness of the young Emperor''''.

A few specimens of another class of portrait-statues, partly Greek and partly

Egyptian, are reproduced on pi. XV"'. X°' 27698 and 27696 are typical heads,

while n° 27696 shows the characteristic attitude and arrangement of the drapery.

It is in the heads that the Greek element is strongest; except for the pillar at the

back 11° 27698 might pass for a Greek work in Egyptian material, such as

n" 27688 for instance. The drapery, uhich consists of a close-fitting shirt (note

the two different sorts of sleeve in 27696 and 27696) and a fringed mantle,

probably represents a common native costume of the late period. Roth garments

are more Egyptian than Greek; but as regards the arrangement I am not aware

(1) Cf. a small bronze {jroup from Egypt in llie British Museum, representing Marcus Aurelius

and the younger Faustina, probably on the occasion of their marriage (Walters, Cat. of Bronzes,

n° 83G). In this case also he is represented as still beardless.

(9) M° 27^88 might possibly be from a statue of Commodus, but the arrangement of the hair

round the forehead points rather to Max'cus Aurelius. The eyes of both men were of the same peculiar

form.

(3) It was published by Mariette in the Album du Musee de Boulaq, but does not seem to have

attracted anyone's notice.

(4) The majority of these Graeco- Egyptian statues will be published in the catalogue of

D'' Borchardt (see p. 11). There is a full discussion of the whole class by von Bissing in the Recueil

of 1896, i39 fi". For the inscriptions see Recueil, 1893, 167 ff. (Daressy). The group in Alexandria

has been treated by Botti, Catalogue, 1901, ^67 fi".



of anything similar on tho Egyptian monuments. On n" ii']h^li the folds are all

parallel in the schematic Egy[)tian style, hut in other instances they are rather

more realistically rendered. There is a good deal of resemhlance hetvveen some

of the heads, and they might he roughly divided into several small groups. In

some cases the features strike one as more European than Egyptian, yet such

inscriptions as have been preserved show that as a rule the persons represented were

natives; and after all there was probably a greater variety of facial types among the

people than one would gather from the monuments. Moreover it may he taken

for granted that the sculptors were much influenced by contemporary Graeco-

Roman portraiture, and such influence has always a tendency to affect the features

of the representation. The inferior statuettes tend to degenerate into conventional

types without any individual character, and even in the best heads there are

traits which point to certain common traditions'''. The combination of Greek and

Egyptian elements in portrait statuary seems to have begun very early (probably

it was first used in the case of royal personages) and lasted until the decline of

Graeco-Roman art : as an early example we may cite the Philometor portrait in

Athens (^Ath. Milth., 1887, 213 fl".), while the other end of the series is repre-

sented by a figure of Caracalla in Cairo [Eg. Expl. Fund Report, 1893, p. 2). As

regards the present class of draped civilian portraits the best specimens may be

assigned to the i" century R. C. on the evidence of the hieroglyphic inscriptions'^'.

There are no certain grounds for dating the later and inferior members of the

series, but thev extend in all probability far into the Christian era. The style of

the worst figures is extremely bad and debased. About the nationality of the

sculptors there can be little doubt : the statues under discussion were certainly

made in Egyptian studios and are not Greek imitations of the native style like

certain pseudo-Egvptian works found in Italy '^'. If only one or two heads like

n° 27698 had survived, the question would have been diflicult; but when we

take the whole series into consideration, it becomes apparent that they belong

to the same school as the others. It must, however, be remembered that

during the Roman period the amalgamation of different styles both in sculpture

and in the other arts was largely the result of a drawing together of the two

races and was not merely an artistic experiment by craftsmen trained in purely

Greek or in purely Egyptian traditions. For example, though the funerary stelae

(1) SeeRecueil, 1896, p. i4i.

(9) See Recueil, 1898, p. lay IT.

(3) One of the inferior statuettes in Alexandria bears the signature of an Egyptian sculptor carved

in Greek (BoTTi, Catalogue, 1901, p. 478).



published in this volume are mainly Greek in style, it would not be at all

surprising to find that many of them had been carved by workmen with

Egyptian names.

Among the ideal representations the type of Isis shows a similar mixture of

styles. N° ay/iy 1, which is the prototype of the Hellenized Isis though it perhaps

may not itself represent the goddess at all, is Egyptian in almost every respect,

— in the attitude, the features and forms of the body, the clinging drapery with

its schematic folds, the coiffure, headdress and attributes. The Greek influence

on this figure is very slight, although it is said to come from Naukratis. The

drapery is of that type which is so characteristic of the Graeco-Egyptian Isis but

which is not a symbol of the purely Egyptian Isis : it consists of a short-sleeved

tunic and a fringed mantle knotted together on the bosom. In the essential points

this is a common costume of queens and other women in the monuments of the

New Empire, but it was not until the Greek period tliat it was given to Isis and

became, in Europe at least ''\ her most distinctive mark. Possibly the change

came about through Ptolemaic princesses being represented in this dress together

with the genuine attributes of Isis; or perhaps the Greeks merely assigned it to

the goddess as a typically Egyptian costume. In Greek hands the drapery naturallv

became modified. N° 97^78 (pi. IX), contrasted with n" 97/171, is a good

example of how the type was gradually Hellenized. The former has no pillar at

the back, and the drapery, though still formal, is more naturally treated : it is a

Greek work modelled on an Egyptian type, whereas n" 97/171 is a native work

slightly affected by Greek envn'onments.

The animals on pis. XVI and XVII still further exemplify the fusion of arlislic

traditions, for instance the female Sphinx with the Egyptian coifl'ure, n° 27508.

The lion, n° 2751/1, is certainly Egyptian, but in (he treatment of the mane it

approaches to the Greek manner. N"" 97518 and 27519 on the other hand are

Greek works, as the material alone would indicate. The motive, however, which

reminds us of certain hunting-scenes on the old Egyptian monuments, is to

some extent a native element. From Egypt, like so many other subjects of

Alexandrian art, it passed over to Europe : one of the mosaics in the Museum of

Naples bears a representation of a cat seizing a l)ird in an attitude very similar

to that of 11° 975 1
8 <'^'. It is interesting to have proof of the po[)ularitv of the

(1) In fljjypt it may have survived as an ordinary costume. It is at least questionable whether all

the late mummy-porlrails with fringed mantle and l)osom-knot represent priestesses of Isis.

(2) Monaco, Musee naiional ile Naples, pi. 87.



same subject in Egypt itself. Of n" ayS 1 1 I have written more fully elsewhere '*'

:

I take it to be a lively illustration of a passage in Heron from which we gather

that Graeco-Egyptian temples, like our modern churches, were usually provided

with collection-boxes standing by the entrance'''.

The longest section of the present catalogue is that which is occu[)ied by the

funerary stelae. Few of them belong to the Ptolemaic period, but the collection

of those which date from Roman times is large and representative. The former

are naturally much more Greek in style; they were made for a distinctly alien

though important section of the community; and it is only in the later years of

the Macedonian dynasty that Egyptian elements begin to be prominent on them''^'.

The Roman stelae on the other hand were made for the general public. They

are found in various parts of the country, and the names in the inscriptions are

frequently Egyptian. Like the mummy-masks from Ralansourah and other places

they are the products of a more or less amalgamated population.

The Hellenistic group, over which we need not linger, will be found under

n"' aySaS-ayBSi. The Roman series begins with n" 27682.

Almost all of these later stelae come from the Delia, the great majority of them

from Rubastis and Tell Mokdam in the East and from Terenouthis in the West'^'.

It is probable that stelae of the same type were used here and there in Upper

Egypt also, but they certainly do not seem to have been so common there. The

recent excavations of Messrs. Jouguet and Lefebvre at Tehneh have brought to

light a great quantity of gravestones of the Roman period but not of the same

type as ours. Nor have the Fayoum cemeteries yielded any reliefs of the same class.

The stelae in question are small works of no pretensions, made for the most

part of soft Egyptian limestone which is easy to work but weathers badly. On a

great many of them the representation is in sunken relief {^relief en crcux), and

this technique is doubtless due to native influence, for it is very common on

purely Egyptian stelae of the Roman period. The sunken reliefs are often more

carelessly executed than the others, but they are not of course on that account to

be regarded as a later class : in fact many of the latest specimens in the Cairo

( 1
) Zeitschri/t fiir Aeg. Sprache, fortlicoming fascicule.

(2) For a full account of Ptolemaic grave-reiiefs , including those in the Cairo Museum, see an

excellent article hv E. Pfuhl in the Alhenische Mittheilungen of 190a. The same paper contains a general

description of the Roman stelae also, hut as this subject is little known, some further remarks on it

may be found useful, even though they partly cover (he same ground.

(3) Those from Tell el Y'ahoudieh are decidedly earlier than the present collection (see Xaville,

Mound of the Jeiv, pis. Ill, IV).



collection are in ordinary relief, and it may be noted that this is the usual technique

in Coptic sculpture. As M. Pfuhl has observed, representations of two or more

persons reclining together on one couch are always executed in sunken relief:

and in such cases the work is usually sketchy and unelaborated (see pi. XIX) ''^.

On very few of the stelae are there any remains of colouring. The inscriptions

seem often to have been written in ink and details in the representation are

sometimes added in black outline : sometimes too the incised inscriptions and

the incised details bear traces of having been inked in. The inscriptions give the

name and age of the deceased together with some stock expressions of piety'-'. The

vear and day of the death are frequently added, but as the name of the Emperor

is not mentioned, it is seldom that the date of a stele can be established from the

inscription. As a matter of fact the inscriptions in our collection give practically

no help towards an exact dating of the reliefs.

The representations on the stelae are as a whole based on Greek models, but

are full of Egyptian elements. With few exceptions the scene is framed by a

shrine, the columns of which are usually Egyptian in form. The main types are

plentifully illustrated on pis. XIX-XXIV. Far the most common subject, both in

the case of men and Of women, is the banquet-scene. The deceased reclines on a

couch, the left elbow resting on a pair of pillows and a two-handled cup in the

right hand : below the couch there usually stands a row of various articles, —
tables with three curving legs, amphorae in stands with ladles hanging from

them, and objects which are probably to be explained as bouquets to judge by a

painted representation of a similar scene. Of the standing types the most frequent

is that of which pi. XXI, n° 2 7 5 46 is a good specimen, — a figure standing to

front '^' and holding up both hands in an attitude of adoration, the palms being

turned outwards. Although not foreign to purely Greek art, the gesture is yet so

characteristic of Egyptian ceremonial that the popularity of the type may be

( 1
) Possibly the reason may be that these were clieap combination memorials, chiefly in demand

among the poorer people (see p. xui). Unfortunately none of the inscriptions are preserved on this

class of stelae.

(2) siiyj/^j^si is the ordinary word of farewell, though xoitps also continues to be used. The

epithets employed (usually in the vocative) are iXviros, iTsxvos, iropos, syirsStjs, <pt),xle}.<pos

,

(piXoTsxvo?
, xpii<y'os- Once or twice it is mentioned that a woman was an ialri. One woman is

described as a seller of condiments (n° 27680), and it is recorded of Besas (n° 97061 ) tliat his

father was an engraver of hieroglyphics.

(3) The fixed custom of representing the heads of the figures in front view is characteristic of the

late period to which ihe stelae belong. The history of Greek relief begins with stiffly rendered profiles

and ends with e(|ually stiff representations in full face.



partly ascribed to native influence'''. It should be noted that it is almost entirely

confined to children, the young woman of twenty-one on pi. XXII, n" 27620
being the oldest person whom we find thus represented. In some cases again,

e.g. pi. XXII, n" 27628 , the deceased stands to front pouring a libation over an

altar of typically Egyptian form. The almost invariable costume, both for young

and old and for both sexes, consists of a chiton and a himation which is draped

over the left shoulder and under the right arm. Except for such inscri[)tions as

are legible and for the arrangement of the hair '-' it would often be impossible to

distinguish which of the figures are men and which are women : it is sometimes

problematical as it is. Among the accessory details the most prominent is the

jackal, frequently represented as lying on a pillar or bracket which may be

a reminiscence of the old Egyptian standard. The hawk also appears some-

times, but more rarely.

In many cases we find several figures on one stele '^'
: sometimes for instance

there is a row of two or three reclining on the same couch, sometimes again a

small figure stands by the side of the couch or somewhere in the field. The question

arises, are these groups meant to commemorate several persons or do they merely

represent the deceased amid the family circle? From such stelae of this sort as

are accompanied by legible inscriptions it seems probable that sometimes the

one thing was intended and sometimes the other. On n° 92 5 1 two children appear

in the background in the usual attitude of adoration, but no mention is made of

them in the inscription. In such a case the natural inference is that the small

figures represent the orphans of the deceased, giving a point to the epithet of

<pik6isxvos in the inscription below. In other instances, however, the two or more

persons figured in the relief are separately recorded in the inscription, e. g.

n"' 275^7 and 27680, and the stone is clearly to be regarded as a joint memorial

to all of them. One need not suppose that all the individuals commemorated

died at the same time : a deceased child for instance may have had to do without

any sculptured record until a tombstone was wanted for one of its parents. To

record the deaths of several members of a household on a single stone is after all

a perfectly natural custom, whether the motive be family affection or economy.

( 1
) An example from Alexandria has been published by Botti as a Christian monument {Bessa-

rione, 1900, p. li-iG), but the type was in common use before Egypt became Christian.

(2) It may be taken for granted that the shoulder-tresses of Egyptian type {e.g. n" aySii) are

only given to women and girls.

(3) This paragraph does not of course refer to such realistic groups as n" aySio : these belong to

a different class.



XIV

Even in cases where only one person is mentioned below, it is possible that the

minor figures represent predeceased relatives; but, without further evidence,

the other explanation seems more natural. The position of the small figure on

n° 92 58, amid the table utensils, indicates that this is merely an attendant and

not a member of the family.

As the inscriptions on the stelae fail to fix their date, we have to fall back on

the evidence of style. Throughout the series (I am speaking of the Cairo collection

only) we find very little difference in the types, but certain changes in style are

easily perceived. The representation of Gelasinos, n° 9a 00, with his short beard

and thick . frizzled hair may be dated to the Anlonine age : compare the male heads

on the mummy-portraits of this period. The style of the work is still quite free;

the legs are crossed in an easy attitude and the drapery is treated in a simple,

natural way. Turning to n" 2 7 538 (pi. XX) we find an immense change for the

worse : the upper leg sticks out as if in the air; the drapery is rendered conven-

tionally by close parallel furrows, — an instinctive return to the old Egyptian

manner; the treatment of the hair points to the fourth century or at earliest to

the latter part of the third. It is Graeco-Egyptian art on the verge of becoming

Byzantine or Coptic. There are several other examples of the same wooden style

among our illustrations, e. g. pi. XXI, n" 2^546, a female figure in sunken

relief. Many of the stelae again are more carelessly executed than this group, but

freer in style and therefore in all probability earlier. The various modes in which

the hair of the women is dressed are not of much help in determining the period

to which they belong. The hanging tresses on such figures as n" 27620, pi. XXII,

are obviously a survival of the old Egyptian wig. The commonest of the Greek

types consists of formal ridges and furrows, <?. g. n° 27621, pi. XXIII, an

arrangement which, though not confined to any one epoch, may in the present

instance be best compared with Imperial coins and statues of the ii"** and iii'"^ cen-

tury A. D.. — with the portraits for instance of Julia Domna. In the case of

n° 27668 indeed the hair on each side of the neck is perhaps intended to

represent the large loop which is so characteristic a feature of iii"''^ century female

heads. The general conclusion to which we come is that the great bulk of the

limestone stelae under discussion range from the second to the fourth century :

I do not think that any of those in Cairo are earlier than this. N° 9261. one of

the best of the reliefs en creux, bears the date xa, which excludes all but a few

Emperors : of the possible dates the two most likely are 180 A. D. (21" year of

Commodus, counting from Marcus Aurelius) and 9 12 A. D. (2 1'* of Caracalla,

counting from Septimius Severus). N" 27680 I would place among the earliest



as it is treated in a less stereotyped manner than almost any of the others and

the inscription also shows some variations from the ordinary type'". Another

stele which is executed in a comparatively free and good style is n" 27538; but

though it comes from the cemetery of Terenouthis, it is made of marble instead

of the usual limestone and belongs to a rather different class of work from the

others.

Apart from the funerary stelae the remaining reliefs are of a very varied

character and disjtlay the same mixture of Greek and Egyptian elements that

we have already touched on. N" aySyb indeed is almost wholly Egyptian in

character, but it is interesting as showing the sort of setting in which Greek

inscriptions came to be carved : the stone-cutter may very likely have been

Greek or half-Greek. More material of the same class, such as late Egyptian

stelae with Greek and bilingual inscriptions, will be found in the catalogues

of Mr. Milne and Ahmed Bey Kamal. N°* 27670, 27672, 27678 and 2 767 4

show a certain family resemblance to each other, which is perhaps heightened

by most of them being carved of the same material, a limestone of coarse

disagreeable texture : besides this, however, there is a similarity in style and

also in the mongrel and indefinite character of the religious representations

which they bear. No doubt they date from the later Roman period. To the

meaning of n" 27669 I have no clue : its antiquity is more or less certified by

the fact that there are fragments of a similar scene on painted wooden panels in

the Museum.

The next portion of the catalogue is occu[»ied by a medley of architectural

details, fragments of furniture, altars and other minor objects. Last of all comes

a group of odds and ends, of which the most important are the busts modelled in

plaster, n"* 27608-27606. I know of no analogy to the two large ones. They

belong in all likelihood to the Roman age. It is true that certain points of style,

the treatment of the hair of n" 27606 and the modelling of the space above

the eyes, remind us somewhat of a class of Hellenistic works (c. g-. Bull. arch,

com., 1897, p. 117. fig. 6); but this is most naturally accounted for as a survival

of artistic traditions. The series of small figures in steatite and dark schist is

also worthy of notice. With n° 97602 may be compared an equally small

monument in the British Museum from Palestine or Syria : it consists of a female

bust placed between two conical caps on a rectangular plinth like a sarcophagus.

(i) Square sigma instead of tlie lunar, ev^vx^' ^^'^ "^^ svyp^x': ^'^^ '''•' tetters are better and

more deeply cut. The arrangement of the hair recalls a group of mummy-masks of the second half

of the ii"** century A. D.



The little figure on the fish, n° aySoB. is closely connected with a group of

small ohjects of similar material which will he puhlished in Strzygowski's

catalogue (n"' 8762-8779) : the most characteristic feature of the group is

the constant occurrence of impressed concentric circles.

The decline of sculpture towards the close of the Roman period is, I am afraid,

only too prominent a feature in the following pages and plates. Its further history

it is not our business to pursue. Such remains of statuary from Christian Eg\ pt

as the Museum possesses— together with some cognate material includingthe finds

from the Mithraeum at Saqqarah — will be published before long in another

volume of the present series '''.The plates at the end of this book illustrate, however

scantily, the course of Greek sculpture in Egypt from the age of Solon down to

to the time of Constantine— a few pieces may be even later — , its adoption of

Egyptian subjects, its assimilation of Egyptian traits and symbols, and also some

of its more striking effects on native Egyptian art : M. Strzygowskis catalogue

will show what further changes it had still to pass through before it finally

disappeared under the Arab domination.

(1) For the sculptured stelae see Crim, Coptic Monuments.
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27425. Archaic male statuette. — Alal)aster. — Height o m. 1 1 cent. —
Sa el-Hagar [Sais] (pi. I).

The left leg is slightly advanced; his arms hang against his sides (the space between

being cut dear) and the hands are closed. He is apparently naked "'. His face is

beardless and his hair hangs down behind in a rectangular mass , leaving tlie ears free.

Colour : Traces of red on lips.

Preservation : Lower part of legs broken off; surface slightly roughened.

BiBL. : Maspero, Guide, n'oSiy (p. io3); Notice, i8f)5-i8r)7, n° 3G8: Guide, Kjoa. n° 368,

p. ajli. Arch. Anzeiger, igoi, p. 199, n" 1.

27426. Part of an archaic male statuette.— Alabaster.— Height o m. i Sa mill.

(pi. I).

The left leg has been slightly advanced; the arms hang against the sides and the hands

are closed; space between arms and body cut clear. Apparently naked (see n" 2^/1 2 5).

No remains of paint.

(1) II is doiiblfiil wliellier Ibe statuettes uf tliis type were intended lo lie I'epresented as naked. One specimeil

from Naukralis {British Schnnl Animal, vol. V, pi. XIV, 7) wears a cuirass or short garment wliicli is

rendered liy red lines. It is probable tbat olbers were similarly represented and tliat the paint bas faded.

On another similar slatnelle fiiMn Egvpt the bair on the face is rendered by black paint [Jnhrhuch, 1892,

p. 180, pi. VI).

Ciilttl. da Musee, n. 27/126. 1
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PnESERVATioN : Head, right shoulder and lower part of botli legs broken off; hands

chipped; small hole bored on breast; hips worn Hat.

27427. Head of an archaic statuette. — Alabaster. — Height o m. o6b mill.

— Bouglit|Tanlali] (pi. Ij.

The hair, which is rendered by a network of incised lines, is parted in the middle and

hangs down behind; the ears are free. There is a band round forehead and back of

head, passing underneath four small tresses on each temple; the ends cross and

hang loose behind.

No remains of paint.

Preservation! : Broken through neck; surface worn.

BiBt.. : Joiirnnl d'enlrec dit Miisee , n" tiOogS: Arch. Amcigcr, i<)oi, p. 191), 11° a.

27428. Head of an archaic statuette. — Alabaster. — Height o in. o65 mill.

(,,l. I).

The hair is erected round forehead in w avy, almost vertical lines and hangs down behind '".

The back hair is rendered by notched strips which form a sort of arch round top

of head. The ears are free. Fine careful work.

Traces of red on mouth and black on hair?

Pbeservation : Broken ihrougii neck: surface chipped and lucrusted.

BiBi.. : Arch. Anzeigcr, 1 f)0 I
, p. 191). 11" ?>.

27429. Upper part of archaic female statuette^''. — Soft limestone. — Height

o m. 120 mill. — Naukratis
I

marked <j) 'i] (|>l. I).

She stands holding in her left hand against her bosom a small cup or otiier object; her

right arm hangs Hat against her side and the hand is closed. She wears a long-sleeved

garment (without any indication of folds) and a necklace with central pendant. Her

hair hangs down in a solid mass on each side of neck, leaving ears free. Tiie back

is merely flattened.

No remains of paint.

Belongs to a class of statuettes of which many specimens are found in Rhodes and

Cyprus ; perhaps (Cypriote.

Preservation : Lower part of legs broken olf; broken in two across shoulders.

BiBL : Journal d'enlrec dii Musee, n" ayaoi?

(i) Cf. the arrangement ofiiair on a lalely dismvered aixlialc slaliie In llie National .Musi'uni, Alliens. n° iqo6.

(£(?.
'.\.px-, 1902, pi. III.)

(a) The slaluelle pulilislied in Maspeiio, Les Empirci, ji. '11)7, is not the saine as lliis, tlionyli very similar,

and is not in the .Museum.
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27430. Lower part of archaic female statuette. — Soft limestone. — Height

o m. 098 mill. — Naukratis (temple of ApoHo), i885.

She stands \\\l\\ iegs close together; her I'ighl arm has been raised, her left hangs by

her side. She wears a long garment reaching to her feet, and on her right side appears

the end of a mantle; the folds are not indicated. The back is rather Hat and less

carefully finished. Small plinth.

Slight traces of red paint.

Belongs to same class as n" s'y/i'^t).

Pbeservation : Broken away from «aist up; surface somewhat worn.

BiBL ; Joui-nal d'cnirce dii Mii.ii-e , n" '2i'}"6i.

27609. Small archaic head. — Soft white limestone. — Height m. o/iS mill.

— ProhahU Naukratis.

From a statuette of same class as n° s'jh-ny, beardless head with long hair hanging

over shoulders.

No remains of paint.

Preservatio.n : Broken through neck; dirty and slightly chipped.

27610. Fragment of archaic statuette. — Soft white limestone. — Height

m. 072 mill., breadth o m. o5 cent. — Naukratis (Temple of

Apollo), i885 (|»1. I).

Part of a female statuette of same type as n° 97/1 2(j, standing with right hand against

bosom (holding cup?) and left arm by her side. She wears a long-sleeved garment

and a necklace of beads with central pendant. Back quite plain.

Colour : Broad strip of red round front of neck and bosom; two narrow strips of red

round each wrist and down each side of drapery.

Preservation : Head and lower part of body broken olT.

BiBi.. : Journid d'ciili-ee dtt Mtisee , n" aGyOo.

27431. Archaic female statuette. — Soft white limestone. — Height m. 72 c.

— {\lit Rahineh [Memphis], 1898 (pi. I).

She stands with leil leg slightly in advance of right; her right arm has been held

against her bosom and she has been lifting up her drapery with her left hand. She

wears a chiton (without indication of folds), a mantle, fastened over right shoulder

and under left arm, with pointed ends hanging doun in front, and shoes. Her ears
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are pierced for earrings, anrl there has been a polos or circular crown on the top of

her head (made separately and probably of some other material). Her hair hangs

do«n behind in a square-cut mass (rendered by notched strips): in front it has been

inserted separately, and there are distinct traces of blue frit in the grooves in which

it was embedded; there have been three tresses on each shoulder. The eyes and

evebrows have been inlaid in tlie same manner'". The back is rendered with very

little detail. Small rectangular plinth.

Colour : Slight traces of red on shoes, plinth and on mantle behind.

Techmqce : Forearms have been attached separately by means of round pins, and right

hand has been fastened against bosom in the same way. For hair and other details

see above.

Preservation : Forearms, polos, front hair and eves wanting; drapery that was held in

left hand broken away; surface worn and scratched.

BiBL. : Jmininl d'eiitree du Mmce, n° 33ooG.

27612. Small statuette. — Soft white limestone. — Height o in. ik cent.

A draped female figure sealed on a chair without arms or back, holding a mantle over

the back of her head with her left hand. Some object seems to have lain on her

right knee. Her hair is parted in the middle. The altitude is stiff and the forms of

tlie body are clumsy. The ear is represented merely by a curving line in relief.

Unfinished-looking work; early?

Colour : Sli;;ht traces of red paint (?).

Preservation : Surface much worn.

27432. Colossal head of Sarapis. — \\ hite marble.— Height o ui. 90 cent. —
Koni Fares [ArsinoeJ, 1863 (pl.llj.

Has been fixed into body at the neck. There are no remains of drapery on the portion

preserved, but at least the left shoulder, which has been attached separately, has

probably had a himation throw n over it in the usual manner. The lop of the head

is llaltened to hold modius. The back of the head has also been attached separately

(by means of rectangular pins). The pupil of the eve is hollowed out and there is

an incised ring round the iris. Conspicuous marks of drill on hair. Flesh polished

fairly smooth.

Careful work of the second century A. D. The locks of the beard are treated with

much elaboration, and tlie curling ends of the moustache are designedly asymme-

trical. Lower part of forehead very prominent just above nose.

(i) The eycbrdws wosild proliably In' made of lilue (;iass, (he eyes of sloiie witli a glass border.
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Preservation : MdiIhis. Iwnk of Iieail, and left side of neck uanling; the locks which

fail on forehead and some locks on left side of heard and on i)olh sides of neck are

hroken ofT.

DiBi,. : Journal d'enlree (lit Musee , n° aoooo: Mariette, Notice, p. 90, n° 10; Maspero, Guide,

11° 555o (p. 38i ); Notice, i8i)5-i8()7, n° 3o6: Guide, 1905, 11° 3o(). p. 122.

27433. Bust of Sarapis.— ^''"ey sandstone and |tlaster. — Heijjht o m. 78 cent.

— Denderali (pi. II j.

Wears chiton, himation over left shoulder, and modius. Tiie front of (he uindlus is

ornamented \vith a disk and three erect hranches, rather deeply cut and not

stuccfjed, and there is also a small circular hole ahove the central hranch : it is

probahle that at least part of this ornamentation was originally inlaid. The

eyes are also inlaid; they are composed of white stone, the iris, whicli was inserted

separately, being of dark material. Part of tiie hair has been added in plaster. The

back is left somew hat rough and ilat.

Colour : Covered all over with a coat of while, on which ihe paint has been applied;

remains of black on hair, beard, eyebrows and draperv; traces of red on lips and of

llesli colour on cheek (?).

Preservation : The moilius is broken oil but is entire; the irises of the eyes have

disappeared; nose chipped; surface much incrusted with dirt and worn in places.

BlBL.: Journal d'entree du Musee , n" 32792: Arck. Anteiger, 1901, p. 200 (a).

27434. Small head of Sarapis. — Alabaster wild yellowish tinge. — Height

in. i55 mill. — Koptos.

Fragment of a small statue. The lips are slightly parted as on n" 97/132. There is a

hole on the top of iiead to liold modiux. Traces of drill very conspicuous, the deeper

lines consisting of rows of small continuous holes.

Preservation : Modiiis missing; hair chipped here and there.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlree du Musee, n" a'/So.

27435. Small head of Sarapis. — Haid white stone. — Height o ni. o5o mill.

— l)onglit.

There is a hair-band round back of head and a hole on top for insertion of modius.

The pupils are pierced. Small drilled holes on beard.

Preservation : >'eck pared away; beard and nose chipped: back of head stained black.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlree du Musee, n° 3 1280.
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27436. Statuette of Sarapis.— Dark-coloured schist.— Hciglil o m. SaG mill.

— Bought (|)1. II).

He stands witli ieCl Iviioe heiil, iooking to his riijlit. By his right side is a small stele with

triangular pediment ''. He wears chiton (with hroad fold down front), himation,

wrapped round legs and carried over left shoulder, and liair-])and. Tliere has been

a modiiis on his head. Rectangular plinth w ilh plain mouldings.

Preservation : Moditts. right forearm, part of himation and front of feel and plinth

broken oft'; back of head, left hand, parts of himation and part of stripe down Iront

of chiton I'cstored in plaster: surface incrusted with dul.

BiBL. : Joiininl d'ciiln'r dii Musce , n" 2()'iGi.

27437. Small head of Sarapis. — Dark red stoue. — Height o ui. ob.") mill.

(,>1. 11).

Carved out of a fragment of hard stone , only the front being executed. There is a flat

circle on the top, suggesting wjof/iMs.

Preservatio> : Slightly cliipped.

27438. Deity of composite character (Sarapis-Neilos ?'-*).— Dark grov granite.

— Height, with plinth, i m. 84 cent. — Safanieh (j)l. IIlj.

Standing with left knee bent and left shoulder drawn back. In his left arm is a small

crocodile; his right hand hangs bv his side. He wears short-sleeved chiton , himation

and sandals, the himation being drawn over back of head and left shoulder and

draped across front of waist. Besides this veil there has apparently been a crown of

some kind on his head. He is bearded and his hair hangs in locks over his forehead

and down each side of his face. The eyes have been inserted in some other material.

Small plinth (made for insertion in a larger).

Provincial work of Roman period.

Preservation : (Jrown. lop of veil, and right hand with adjoining draperv broken off;

(i) Compare a coiii-lype of llie ipijjii of Trajan {Bi-il. Mus. Cal., Alexandria, j)l. XXIX, n" -t'i-) on which

Sarapis is represented as here with his hand on a stele. The stele lias been supposed to stand for a shrine

within the precincts of tlie Sarapeion and to be identical with a building known in later times as the

Hadrianeion (B. M. Cat., p. XCll; JIilne, Hist, of Egypt under Roman rule, p. 219). It seems unnecessary,

however, to interpret tlie object on the coins as a small temple, especially as the tlioory only gives rise to

diflicullies. The coin of Hadrian {op. cit., pi. XXIX, n° 87C) may indeed refer to the founding of the

Hadrianeion, but in that case it is simplest to suppose that the new temple is represented bv the building

in which the two figures stand and not l)y the stele which the Emperor touches.

(;!) M. Dulilh (loc. cil.) believes this statue to be a representation of the Nile-god. lint the type is at least

grounded on that of Sarapis. M. Maspero thinks it represents a priest of the crocodile-god {Cat., 190a).
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surface much worn nu<l corroded, especially face and left hand; eves have

disappeared.

BiBi.. : Joiiniiil d'enlreedit Miisee, n° aSCoo: Guide, lyoa, ]). 118: Itiiisla ilidiiiiia di Xumismnlica

,

iSg'a, [). 9, tav. Ill (Diitilh).

27439. Small bust of Asklepios or Zeus. — W arm vellow alabaster with streaks

ol" various lints and polish on surface. — Height o m. lyo mill,

(pi. III).

Bearded, \Mlii hair rising over forehead in leonine locks. A iiimalion is wrapped round

his chest and carried over his left shoulder, and tiie hack of liis head is encircled

hy a laurel «realh. The iris of the eye is incised and there are marks of the drill

on heard and hair. Late «ork.

Prkservation : Broken heliind, along under-edge; end of nose hroken; surface slightly

chipped here and there.

27440. Small statue of Asklepios. ^Marhle. while and rather larjje-grained.—
Height o m. yH cent., breadth ol plintii o ni. 'loo mill. (pi. III).

Standing. His left knee is hent and the weight of his hody is thrown on the right leg.

lie is clad in a hinialion which is wrapped round his loins and draun over his left

shoulder, enveloping the arm. His left hand rests against his side, the third hnger

heing henl inwards. His feet are in sandals (ordinary type with broad strap along

top). By his right side is a rectangular support, and there are traces of some attribute

tiial has been in contact with it and with his right thigh, probably serpent coiled

round staff. Rectangular phnth.

The back is left rather rough. Left forearm has been attached separately.

Prkservation : Head, riglil forearm and attribute broken away; surface chipped and

worn.

27441. Head of Dionysos. — White marble. — Height o m. 09.3 mill,

(pi. HI).

From a small statuette. Bearded head with long hair parted in tlie middle and rolled

up behind; the hair forms a triangular arch round forehead and covers the ears.

He wears a band round back of head and another across forehead.

Sketchy Alexandrian style.

Pbesebvation : Much worn.
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27442. Small Term (with head of youthful Hermes'"). — While, small-grained

marble and bronze.— Height o m. 17 cenl. — Iknight, 16 Nov. 1886

(pi. IV).

There Is a slight groove round hack of head for diadem and a lump of oxydized hronze

where plmllos has been; short hair, standing up round forehead.

Preservation : Corroded; corners of base chipped.

BiBL. : Jniinml d'enlree du Musk, n°27684: Ank. Aiizeiger, i<)Oi, p. 902, n° 18.

27443. Small male statuette (Hermes?). — Greenish grey schist. — Height

m. 137 mill. — koptos, 1887 ([j1.\).

Standing with left knee advanced and left arm hanging by his side. A long cloak,

fastened helow his throat, covers his back and is twisted round bis left forearm, and

a pelasos hangs over his left shoulder.

Preservation : Head, right arm. left hand and feet broken off; surface chipped and

scratched.

15iBi.. : Joiiriuil iFeiilree ihi Musee, n" 27707.

27444. Small male statuette.— Grey, black-streaked stone.— Height o m. a 9 c.

— Koptos (pi. IV).

Standing with left knee advanced and shoulders turned slighlb to left. His right arm

hangs by his side. His left forearm is enveloped in a mantle, llic upper end of which

appears over his left shoulder. Traces .of indistinct attribute ahove left forearm?

Scpiare plinth; rectangular support I)ehind legs

The back is rather roughly executed.

Preservation : Head, right hand, left hand and part of mantle broken olf; hreak across

ankles; surface chipped and corroded bv salt.

BiBL. : Maspeko, Guide, n" 6923 (j). io()); Arch. Anteigcr, 1901, [). aoo, n" 8.

27445. Statuette of Herakles. — \\liite marble of fair-sized grain. — Height

o ni. 285 mill. (pi. IV).

He stands with right knee advanced and left lianncli hent outwards. His riglit hand has

lain on liis liip (probaldy resting on club) and he carries the lion's skin over his

left forearm. The back is very muscular. Good work.

() ) Interpreted in AirU. Air.eiger as a youllil'ul Salyr, liul tljc projeclioiis hIjIcIi are lliere talien for two ^llurt

lioms are prolialily only pari of llie liair.
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CoLoun : Remains of yellow on lion's skin.

Head, It'll liaiul, outer side and lower part of lion's skin have been attached by iron

dowels.

Preservation : Head, riijbl arm, left hand, lower half of legs and part of lion's skin

broken off; surface chipped.

27446. Statuette of Herakles. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. li 1 5 mill.

— iMit Riiliineh (pi. IV).

Lookinij up to his left with apathetic 71 expression. His right haunch is raised and he

has probably been leaning on some support (club covered by lion's skin?) beneath his

left armpit. He wears a lion's skin with the head placed over his own head and the

front paws tied together on his breast. He has short curly hair and slight whiskers.

Face of pronouncedly Hellenistic type with lumpy modelling. The back is left

unfinished, but the space between back of head and lion's skin is cut clear.

Traces of colour, but reddish brown on lion's skin is all that is distinct.

Preservation : Right arm , left forearm and both legs broken off; right side of lion's

head broken; surface chipped in places; lump of plaster beneath the lion's skin under

left armpit.

BiBL. : Ao/i'ce, 1895-1897, 11° 35i : Ghu/c, 190a, n°35i, p. 267: Ait/;. i:e(ofr, igoi,]i. 199,11° 6.

27447. Statuette of a young Satyr. — AMiite, fairly large-grained inarhle. —
Height m. 89 cent. (pi. IV).

He stands leaning and looking down to his left with right leg drawn back. There are

traces of some object against his left thigh, perhaps a tree-stump on which his left

arm rested. His right hand has held some attribute in front of his breast. He is quite

naked. His ears are pointed and he has short curly hair with a groove round the

back of bis head for holding a diadem.

Right hand, left arm, lo«er part of legs and object against left thigh have been attached

by iron dowels.

Preservation : Right hand, left arm, lo«er part of legs, membrum virile and object by

left side broken off"; part of back of head sliced off; Haw in marble on left side;

surface chipped and slightly incrusled; upper lip injured (?).

BiBL. : Arch. Anieiger, 1901, p. 199, n° 5.

27624. Statuette of Ares or figure of similar type.— White marhle. — Height

o III. 07 cent. — Tell Atrih, 1902 (pi. V).

Athletic figure standing «ith right leg advanced. His right arm has bung by his side

and has held some long object (most probably a sword) of which there are traces

Cotal. (lit Musre, n. 27620. 2
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above the elbo« . His left arm has been raised and there is a projection above the

shoulder : not clear what the action has been. He wears a chlamys which is buckled

on his right shoulder and hangs over his back. By his left side stands a cuirass. Small

plinth.

Connecting bar between right arm and body; flat back: mechanically rendered drapery.

Preservation : Head, arms and attributes, lower part of right leg and piece of plinth

broken off.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree duMusee, n" 356.37.

27448. Fragment of youthful male figure. — Bluish-lin^^jed marble. — Height

o ni. Sa cent. — El ^aoiita f West of Birket (jiinin ). 1898.

All that remains is the part between waist and knees. He has stood with right knee

bent and weight of l)od\ on left haunch. The left thigh has been in contact with

some object and there are small marks (perhaps of a hand) on right thigh also.

He is naked.

Preservation : Chipped and dirty; membrum broken off.

BiBL. •.Journal d'enlree du Musee, n° SaoS".

27449. Torso of Harpokrates ? — Friable white marble. — Height o m. hk c.

— Abou Ballon, 2^. 1. 99.

A naked bovish figure standing with right knee advanced and right shoulder raised.

There has been a support against his left side (perhaps a pillar or stump on which

his arm rested).

Head, right arm, lower part of legs and support attached separately; remains of

metal fastenings in legs; small holes bored in shoidders.

Preservation : Head, arm, lower part of legs, inemhnim and support broken off; surface

worn and discoloured.

27450. Headless Term. — Sort wbile limestone. — Height in. 6^ cent.,

breadth of pillar o m. 1 5 cent.

Usual rectangular projections at the shoulders. Penis and hair on pubes are represented.

Square plinth.

Preservation : Head and membrum broken off: slioulder-projeclions and base chipped.

27451. Part of right leg from a statuette. — White marble. — Height

o m. 2 1 cent. — El Yaouta (West of Birket Qurun), 1898.

From above knee to above ankle; naked and muscular; the knee is bent. Good style.
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Do« el-hole above knee with remains of wooden pin and pitch. Traces of yellow pigment

on surface.

Preservation : Chipped.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlree dii Musee, n° 32o88.

27452. Torso of Aphrodite. — \\ liite inarljle of I'airlv large grain. — Height

111. Syo mill. — Tell Mokdaiu, 6. 12. 98.

Part of a statuette of Aphrodite standing naked with right arm raised, thighs close

together and left haunch hen't outwards. Traces of hair hanging over her shoulders

behind.

Same motive probably as n° 2^ A .5^.

Right arm has been attached separately.

Preservation : Head, arms and lower part of legs broken away: worn in places and

dirty.

BlBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n" Sagfji.

27453. Torso of Aphrodite. — Hard white limestone or marble. — Height

o m. i3.5 mill. — Tell el Nawa (Memphis).

Part of a small statuette of Aphrodite standing naked with right arm raised and thighs

close together, the right a little in advance of the left. Traces of hair behind on

right shoulder.

Preservation : Head, arms and lower half of legs broken away.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlree du Musee, n" 33285. Numbered as 227 jjy M. Loret.

27454. Statuette of Aphrodite, drying or tying up her hair. — Poor white

marble. — Height wilhoul restorations o m. 5o cent., height with

restorations o m. 88 cent. — Bought; from Alexandria according to

the information of the dealer from whom it was obtained (pi. VI).

Standing naked, grasping a thick tress of hair in each hand and looking up to her

right; her right knee is bent, her right arm raised and her left haunch curved

outwards. Her hair is parted in the middle and the back of her head is encircled by

a liand. There is a hole for an earring through the right ear; the left ear is either

effaced or omitted.

A replica, according to Schreiber, loc. cit., of the Aphrodite with the Triton in Dresden

(Reinacu, Rupert., 11, p. 878, 9). The dolphin was added, in accordance with the

design of M. Mercie, as there were traces of some support or attribute against the

left thigh of the statuette. The traces, however, are insuiTicient to show what the

object reallv was.
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Preservation : Lower half of legs, dolphin, plinth, most of right arm and part of hair

in richt hand are restored in marhle; the head is stuck on and there are also hreaks

through left arm and right thigh; surface discoloured.

BiBL. ..loiinuil d'cntrk du Musk, n° aOCSy. Police, 189.5-1897, 11° :]36: Guide, if)oa, n" 336,

]i. 2G8. SciiREiBER, Gallicvkopf, p. iG. Reinach, Bepertoirc, II, p. 344.

27455. Aphrodite (upper part of statuette). — \\ Iiite marble. — Height

m. 335 mill. — Koptos (pl.VIj.

Naked. Her head is slightly stooped to left and her left arm has been held out almost

straight from the shoulder. Her iiair is parted in the middle and fastened together

behind, and she wears a hair-hand with a small knot or ornament in front. The ears

are pierced for earrings. Yellowish brown tinge here and there on surface, but no

clear remains of colour.

j^rms have been attached by metal dowels.

Preservation : Arms and legs broken olT; head stuck on; surface corroded in places,

especially face.

BiBL. : Jounifil d'entree du MusSe , n* 2817C (?): A'o/ice, i8(),')-i897, 11" 383 : Guide, 190a, n° 383,

p. 26G. Heinach, Repertoire, IF, p. 3G6, fijf. i. Bullctlino della coinm. nrcli. cominmk , 1897,

p. 1 13, fig. 1.

27456. Small statuette of a naked Aphrodite. — \\ bite, small-grained marble.

— Height m. lo cent. (pi. VIj.

She sloops to unfasten a sandal on left foot \>ith right hand, balancing iierself on right

leg and iiolding out left arm. Tliere has been a support against her left thigh.

Preservation : Head, arms, support, and lower half of legs broken oH'.

27457. Statuette of Aphrodite. — Small-grained crumbly while marble. —
Height o m. 39 cent.— Saqqarah (pi. VI).

Naked and of very slim proportions. She stands stooping forward, with left knee slightly

advanced, covev'mg pudcinhim with right hand; her left arm has apparently been

held across her body. There is a trace of a lock of hair behind right shoulder.

Behind her feel lies a dolphin \\itii tail curled in air and there is a support behind

her right leg.

Left arm (?) and head of dolphin have been attached separately.

Preservation : Head, arms, feet of Aphrodite, head and tail of dolphin, and plinth

broken oil'; surface corroded and discoloured.

BiBL. : Maspero, Guide, n° 6102 (p. 'ii3).
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27458. Statuette of Aphrodite. — Alabaster. — Height o m. a i 5 iniH. (pi. VI).

She stands, drawing or holding a mantle round the hack ol her legs with her left hand;

her right leg is covered and the knee is advanced to keep the drapery from slipping

down; the upper part of her hody is naked. She has apparently held some object

against her right shoulder where there is a small projection. Her hair hangs loose

behind. Small plinth.

Small supports between elbows and body.

Preservatio.n : Head and right arm broken off; corroded and discoloured.

27459. Fragment of a statuette of Aphrodite.— Marljle.— Height o ni. 3 o 5 mill.

Preserved from the waist to below the knee. She has been standing wilh right knee

bent. She wears a mantle wrapped round her legs below tlie hips and has been

holding it in position with her right hand.

Marks of drill on drapery.

Preservation : Surface chipped.

27460. Fragment of a statuette of Aphrodite. — Soft yellowish limestone.—
Height o m. i 'i') mill. — Henha (pi. Ml).

Standing with left loot upon a bird'". She wears chiton and sandals, and the end of a

mantle is visible behind; the drapery seems to have been carefully finished. Small

plinth.

Preservation : Only the lower part remains; badly corroded; head of bird and part

of plinth have disappeared.

RiBL. .Journal d'enlrce dti Musce, w" Saoay: Arch. Aiizeiger, 1901. p. 20a, 11° 19.

9305. Aphrodite and Eros. — Friable white marble. — Height 1 m. 19 cent.,

breadth of plinth u m. '10 cent. — Lower Egypt.

She stands wilh right knee bent and left haunch pressed outwards and has been holding

her hair in both hands in the same way as o-jkhh. A mantle is wrapped round her

bips and covers her legs; the upper part of her body is naked. By her left side stands

a small Eros, to front, with face upturned towards her, and with a box in liis hands,

the lid of which he holds open with his right; he is wing.'d and naked and has a

knot of hair above forehead and a plait along top of head.

Rectangular plinth; small srpiare plinth (on top of (he larger) for Eros. Drapery-folds

mechanicallv executed.

(1) For a good example ol llic same moliie see Babelon el Bunciiet, Bmnzrs antiques, n° 263. The position

of llie bird is llie same in bolli cases.
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Inscription engraved on front of plinth in five lines:

VTTsp AvTOKoaTopos KaifTaoos TiTov AiAiov ASptavov AvTCiivstvov '^eSoLtnov JLvasSovs

JlsTS/juiv HiSnpous avsSijKSv, I (^, @co9, a.

Presehvation : Head, right arm, left hand and tresses of hair held in hands are hroken

off; snrface worn and discoloured.

Bitii. : Journal d'eiitm du Musk. n° 3iyo5: Bull. Con: Hell.. XX, 268; Arch. Pap. 11, j). hh-i

,

11° 58 (de Piicci). For an illustralion see Mr. Milne's forllicoming Catalogue of Greek Inscriptions.

27613. Fragment of statuette of naked female figure. — While marble. —
Heijjht o 111. 2'i5 mill., length o m. 260 mill. (pi. VII).

Seated on rock or rustic seat with Hal top. A mantle is spread underneath her and one

end of it is dra«n over her left thigh.

Preservation : All that remains of the figure is from waist to thighs; surface chipped a

good deal.

27614. Small triple Hekate.— Soft white limestone. — Height m. Aa cent.

The three figures stand hack to hack, the end of a round column appearing from

between them above their heads. They eacJi hold 1\\ long torches, erect, one against

each side. They wear long chitons, girdled over the (ipnplij[pnnla , and there is appa-

rently a large triangular opening below the throat. Their hair is parted in the middle

and a lock hangs down on each side of the neck. Rather deep rectangular plinth.

Slight traces of paint.

Preservatio> : Surface in wretched condition, two of the figures being half obliterated

and the third much corroded.

27461. Female statuette— White marble.— Height m. 5 1 cent. — Bought.

1900; I'rom Mit Rahineli [Memphis] ([>l. V).

Standing with left foot diawn back. She wears chiton, with girdle over the apoplijgma

,

and sandals, ller hair is drawn to either side of forehead and hangs down behind.

Small base.

The arms have been added separately and fragments of the iron dowels still remain.

There are holes across too of head in which some metal headdress or ornament has

been fixed. Possibly a Kore.

Colour : Traces of pink on chiton.

Preservation : 15otli arms wanting; horizontal breaks through neck and bosom; surface

worn and mottled with black stains. The round plaster base is of course a modern

addition.

BiBi. : .lournal d'ciilrec du Musce, n" Siig.S.
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27462. Athena. — Frialih; white marble. — Heijjlit o in. ()3 cent. (pi. V).

She stands \iitli left kiiuo slijjlilly advanced, wearing chiton, with girdle o\crnpoptifgma,

and aegis on bosom. Her right arm appears lo have l)een raised.

Back less carefully finished. Marks of drill. Right arm apparently attached separately.

Preservvtion : Head, arms and lower part of legs hroken ofT; surface much corroded

and incrusted.

27463. Female figure (statuette). — Porphyry. — Heip-ht (without stump)

o m. Go.") mill. (pi. VII).

She stands with right knee bent and right arm raised, as if holding sceptre; her left

forearm rests on her haunch. She wears an ungirt chiton (with three studs on each

shoulder) and her legs are covered by a mantle which hangs from her left hip and

has its ends thrown over her left forearm.

Head, right arm and left hand have been attached separately and fastened into prepared

holes. There is a round stump below for letting into a phiilh.

Preservation : Head, right arm and left hand wanting: upper part of left arm and front

of feet broken ofT; two chips on right side of chiton; surface slightly corroded in

places.

BiBL. : Notice, iSgS-iSgy, n" 3i)i i Guide, 190-2, 11° 091, p. aOG.

27464. Statuette of a female divinity. — While marble. — Height

o m. 5f)5 mill. — Saqqarah, Dec. 1861 (pi. VII).

She stands looking lo her right, with shoulders drawn back lo left and left leg bent.

Her right arm has been held out, her left hangs by her side. Her dress consists of

a fine soft chiton with buckled sleeves and a mantle drawn over left shoulder

and round right haunch and lucked under left arm. The chiton is girdled close under

bosom and there is also a band round the shoulders. Her hair, which is surmounted

by a sleplwiw, is waved lo each side of forehead, half covering the ears, and hangs

down on her shoulders. Small base.

Rigiit forearm has been attached separately, as is shown by the dowel-hole and clean

section. Deep folds in lower portion of drapery. The back is roughly executed, the

hair and shoulders in particular being left in a very rough and unfinished

condition.

Preservation : liighl forearm wanting; lip of nose chipped; riglit fool partly broken

and drapery immediately above slightly chipped; crack through front of feet and base

and another crack through left shoulder.

Bm.. : Journal (reiitne du Miisec , n" \-j'\ah : Mariette, Notice, p. 83; Masfero, Guide, n" 558o,

(p. 383); Notice, i8()5-i897, n° 387, p. 960.
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27625. Female figure. — Grevish blue marble-like stone. — Height i m. 80 c.

— Benha (found in the sebakh), 1903 (pi. MIIj.

The left foot is drawn back. She wears a close-clinging chiton with loose girdle. A mantle

is drawn over her back from right hip to left shoulder and a piece of it pulled through

girdle on left side : below on left side it is blown outwards and on right side is drawn

round front of thigh.

Back roughlv Gnished. Head, arms and left foot have been added separately; rectangular

hole in neck: rectangular hole on left side, and large opening a httle below : traces

of a third hole still lower down, with marks of iron rust, but not clear whether this

is original or accidental.

For other flgures derived from the same prototype see Reinach. Repertoire, II, 3o3, 3

and 386 , !i, and Clarac de poche, 211. 3.

Preservation : Head. arms, feet and part of plinth broken awav: break below through

left side of draper v: surface chipped and not properly cleaned.

BiBL. : Journal d'eniree du Mu-iee, n" Bh~Zo.

27465. Female figure (statuette). — ^^hife. friable marble. — Height

o m. 61 cent.
|
pi. \ ).

Standing with left leg drawn back and right side swaved outwards. She wears a chiton

and a mantle ( trace of fringe on left side ) which is draw n tight across her bodv and

over her left shoulder, enveloping the left arm.

The back is roughlv finished. Right arm has been attached separatelv bv an iron pin,

also left forearm and part of mantle. Large hole in neck for insertion of head. Traces

of driU.

Pbeservatios : Head , right arm . left elbow and forearm w ith part of drapen , and front

of feet broken off; surface chipped and w orn.

27466. Archaistic female figure (statuette). — NMiite, friable marble. —
Height o ra. 5 1 cent.

In a rigid attitude with right leg advanced. She wears chiton and long upper garment

.

fastened round left shoulder and under right arm . with apoplygma. There is a tress

of hair on each shoulder.

The back is flattened. Arms and head have been attached separatelv, and pieces of the

iron pins by which they were joined are still remaining. Holes in left elbow and

shoulder, probably for attachment of forearm and attribute. The drill has been

used on the draperv.

Preservation : Head, arms and right foot broken off; surface chipped and corroded.
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27467. Lower part of female statuette. — White, blue-streaked marble with

reddish tinge on surface. — Height o m. ay cent.

Slandiiijj with ri^'hl knee l)ent. She wears cliitoii with long apopli/gma and a beast's

skin wrapped tight round upper part of body with hanging ends in h'ontand behind.

Slight base. Back roughly finished.

Pbeservation : Broken away IVom waist upwards; somewhat worn.

27469. Female figure
,
probably Aphrodite. — Soft , white limestone.— Height

1 m. ^5 cent., breadth o m. Sy cent. — Zagazig, 1903 (pi. VIII).

Standing in a stiff altitude with legs close together and head erect. Her right hand has

been raised to her bosom; with her left she holds up her drapery so as to disclose a

dove which sits on the ground by her left foot (left wing raised and head turned to

its left). She is enveloped in voluminous drapery which hangs down from her arms on

each side : it is draw n tight across her shoulders above bosom, and one end falls over

in front of her body. A fringed veil is fastened over the back of her head and hangs

down behind. She wears a necklace with pendant beads mj^^^ ^'^'^ earrings

and there are remains of a twisted bracelet on ^m^ herieft wrist.

Some object has been fixed in the top of her head and a

pillar-like ornament hangs down on each side, reaching to her shoulders.

Two long tresses of hair fall over her l)osom. The back is more or less

Hat and without detail.

Cor.oun : There are distinct remains of paint, though it is not easy to determine accu-

rately the original colours. The hair has been red. The jewellery bears traces of

gilding, hut very little of the gold leaf is left. There has been a broad border of gilding

round the drapery, while on the interior parts are traces of light pink, blue and

black; it is not clear, however, w lial ihe surface colours have been. There are

small deposits of stucco here and there, perhaps indicating that the colours were

applied over a white ground (?).

Good Greek work, somewhat archaistic or hieratic. The earrings are of a type

which is very common in the iv"' century and the succeeding period. For the

draperv and attitude cf. a Cypriote figure in Clarac de poclie, p. 297, n" o: it is

quite possible that our statue is also the work of a Cypriote sculptor 'i'.

Preservation : Front of head and extremities of arms and feet broken off; surface much

w orn in many places.

BiBL. : G«(V/e, 1902. p. I'l-iaa.

( 1
) M. Masper.. compares it to Frencii sculpture of llie xin'^ or -.iv''' cenl. ,

and suggests ibal it may coine from

a LaUn cli.ircl, erected at the lime of (be crusades. Il seems to me, however, to he certainly Greek.

3
Calal. du Muiee, n. 97^2.").
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27470. Isis suckling Harpokrates.— Hard coarse limestone.— Height o m. 83 c,

breadth of plinth o ni. 69 cent. (pi. LX).

The goddess is seated in a plain, solid throne with a low round-arched back and a

projecting rectangular footrest. Harpokrates lies in her lap; she touches her left breast

with her right hand and rabes his head towards it with her left. Her drapery leaves the

left breast bare : the edge which hangs over her right shoulder is fringed : there is a

short fringed sleeve on her right arm and the usual knot on her bosom: a mantle is

drawn across her back and round her left arm. .She also wears sandals and a necklace

with rows of beads as shown. iSfn^k^^ Her hair hangs round her shoulders

in formal locks. Harpokrates is A A ,A A aked and holds a small round object

in his left hand.

Traces of red paint on draperv. applied over a coat of white, and of black on throne:

slight remains of gilding on left ankle of Harpokrates. Dowel-hole in neck of Isis,

showing that the head has been attached.

Preservation : The following portions are broken away, head of Isis, head of Harpokrates.

part of left hand of Isis and part of left shoulder and arm of Harpokrates , front of

footrest and front of feet of Isis; surface worn.

27471. Statuette of Isis or Egyptian lady. — Black granite. — Height

o m. .36 cent. — Naukratis (pi. IX).

Represented in the conventional Egyptian altitude with left leg advanced and arms

against her sides, holding anhh in right hand and lotus flower in left. She wears a

short-sleeved tunic and a fringed upper garment with Isiac knot on bosom, a pointed

end of the latter hanging down on her left arm. Her hair (which is represented bv

vertical rows of small cones, one on the top of another^ hangs down in front and

behind, leaving the ears free. On her head is a I raeus-circlet with a hole in the

top (for holdmg horns, disk and plumes 1 and there is a Lraeus head, to front, above

her forehead. The eyes have been inlaid. There is a pillar-support with pointed top

against her back (not inscribed).

Eg\^tian work of the Graeco-Roman period.

Pbeservatio>> : Lower part of legs broken off: right hand chipped ; eves lost ; surface

somewhat corroded.

BiBL. : Maspeko, Cattdogye, n' oo.Sg: ^otiee, 1895-1897, n' 890: Guide, 1902. n' Sgo, p. 966.

27472. Statuette of Isis. — Soft, bluish grev limestone.— Height o ra. U-j cent.

V\ork of same class as n" ayiyi. In same attitude, with left leg advanced and arms

against her sides. She wears a short-sleeved tunic without indication of folds,

reaching to middle of calves, and a long fringed mantle with knot between her

prominent breasts ; the mantle is rendered like that of n" 37^71 with a vertical fold

down the front and cuning svmmetrical folds on each side. No remains of hair on
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shoulders. Pillar-support behind back. The arms are not cut free from body. Head

attached separately; remains of iron fastening in neck; dowel-holes also at top and

bottom of pillar. Traces of paint.

Preserv\tio> : Head, left arm and feet broken off; surface much injured.

27473. Isis. — Basalt. — Height i ni. 'n cent. (pi. IX).

Standing in the conventional Egyptian attitude with left leg advanced. Her right arm

hangs bv her side and the hand holds a flower rather loosely. She has apparently

carried a cornucopia; in her left arm. Her attire consists of tunic and long upper

garment (unfringed) with Isiac knot against right breast. Her hair hangs over her

shoulders in formal tresses like rope-ends. No pillar behind.

Preservation : Head, left arm with cornucopm, feet and top of flower broken off;

surface somewhat corroded and chipped.

27611. Male head. — Soft white limestone. — Height o ni. 21 cent., breadth
o

o m. ih') mill. (pi. X).

A beardless male head from a statue. The head is encircled by a thick round band;

there is a short fringe of hanging hair round forehead; and the back of the skull

seems to be covered bv wavy locks. The forehead is perfectly smooth. Pronounced

curve in middle of upper lip.

Preservation : Brok(Mi through neck; worn and badly damaged all over.

27468. Colossal female head. — Marhle. — Height m. 78 cent. (pi. X).

The right side of neck is slightly stretched and the head seems to have been turned a

little to left. The lips project pronouncedly in the middle and the outer corners of

the eyebrows are rather flat. Hole for earring pierced through right ear.

The top of the head has been made in a separate piece, and there is a clean section

where it has been attached. Part of right side has also been added separately, and

the whole head has been joined on to body at lower end of neck.

Preservation : Left side broken.

BiBL. : Menlionefl ia Baedeker. Eiig. ed. 1898, p. 87, as ra Greek work of the 4''' or 3"" cent. B. C.7..

More probably of Roman period, but perhaps based on a o"" cent, model.

27474. Fragment of large head. — Marble. — Height o ni. 2 4 cent., breadth

m. 26 cent.

From a statue, great! v over life size, representing some divinity, youthful male or

3.
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female. There is a ringlet in front of each ear, and the hair has apparently hung

down on each side of neck (perhaps unfinished).

PiiEsiiiiVATioN : Back and top of head, indudinj; left eye, hrokcn away, nose and

upper lip chipped oil.

27475. Head of a Gaul. — AJai-ble. — Height o m. 870 mill., Iieiglit of face

o 111. -2 20 mill. — Provenance unknown*'' (pi. X).

The thick shaggy locks and short stilf moustache are well-known characteristics of the

Gaulish type of head as portrayed hy the sculptors of Pergamon. The neck of the

warrior to whom the present head belonged has been turned to his right, iiis lips are

parted, his brows contracted, and the whole face wears an expression of pain or

agony. There is a slight growth of liair on the chin. The lower part of forehead is

very prominent, the upper part narrow and receding. Work of ^"'' or 3"^ cent. B. (].

Part of the iiair is left in a ratiier rough condition, and the surface below (both behind

and on each side) is cjuite unfinished. Rows of drill-boles in hair.

PRESfiiiVATioN : Nose and underlip broken; forehead, ears and chin '-' are also injured

and the hair is considerably broken and worn.

BiBL. : Mabiette, Album, \)\. 3g; Maspero, Giiiilc , i883, ii° oSaS (p. 38o): .\otice, 1890-1897,

u° agi: Guide, 1902, n° agi, p. 117: puliiisiied and very f'liliy discussed 1)\ Schreiber. Der

Gallierhopf; Bulleltino delta comiii. nrcli. comuunlc , 1897, p. 11 4.

27476. Small head after the type of Alexander the Great — \Miil<' alabaster,

transparent in front but opaque behind. — Height o in. to cent. —
El Yaouta, west of Birket Qurun ''' (pi. X).

From a statuette. Enough remains to show that the neck was stretched to right and

the head slightly turned to left. His hair is confined by a band round back of head;

long wavy locks frame his face and fall over the back of his neck. The lips are

slightly parted. A vertical hole is bored in the top of the head to hold an ornament

or end)lem '''.

The details of the modelling do not show up very well owing to the extreme transparency

of the material. Marks of drill on hair.

For Alexander portraits of Egyptian provenance see an article by Schrciber in Streiia

[fi'lbtgiana. The present head, though it may be grouped along with them, is not

(1) Tlie provenance of llie head is i|uile uiicoilaiii. Accordini; to one rumour il was found in llie Fayouni,

according to another it was bruuglit from Thasos : as a matter of fact the Mnseinn lias no reliable

information on the snhject. There are many recently im|)iirled olijecis in the Graefo-Rnman collection and

the GallierLopf may possibly be one of iheni.

(2) Prol. Curscbmaim surmises (Galtieikopf, p. 9?i) that some object has been in contact «itli the left side

of the chin, but it is not clear from the breakage whether this has been so.

(3) Found by Messrs Grenfell and Hunt in 1901 and published here for the lirst time with their permission.

('1) Cf. Sireiin HellAjjinnii, p. 078.
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a replica of any of the published examples. The arrangement of the hair recalls that

of the British Museum head, \\hieh is likewise an Egyptian work. It can scarcely be

called a portrait, but it is possible enough that it represented a deified Alexander.

PitES£R\ ATioN : Broken through neck immediately below chin ; end of nose broken ; hair

chipped here and there, especially the locks round face.

27497. Small female head. — Dark green stone. — Height o m. o^5 mill.

(pi. XI).

Slightly inclined to left. Tlie hair is parted in the middle, waved to each side of

forehead, and hangs over shoulders. The back of the head is encircled by a band

(suggested rather than rendered). There are two holes on the top, apparently to

hold a crown.

Teciimque : Made separately from l)i)dy, with a stem for inserting in ihe trunk.

Preservation : Nose and stem broken.

27498. Male head. — White, small-grained mai'hle. — Height o m. 17 cent.

— "Achat et rouilles de Daphna^?', i883 (pi. XI).

Beardless male head willi llowing hair, surmounted by tall cap of uncertain shape.

His neck is slretchcd to his left and the lower part of Ihe face is much twisted.

Late work of Christian style.

The pupils of the eyes are hollowed out. Marks of drill.

Preservation : Broken through neck: back of head split oif: ihere is another split down

middle of head but the fragment is preserved; surface much worn.

BiBi.. : Jounial d'entree du Musee, n° 254a4; Maspebo, Catalogue, n" 5863.

27499. Grotesque head. — Sculptured in plaster (?). — Height o m. 1 1 cent.

— r: Achat et rouilles de Daphna'-, i883 (pi. yXI).

Male head of grotescpie type, wearing Phygian cap.

The pupils of the eyes are hollowed out. There is a groove up the back for some purpose.

Preservation : Broken behind; surface worn.

BiBL. : Journal d'enti-ee di( Musee, n° aSAaS.

27500. Female head. — While alabaster uith yellowish tinge. — Height

o in. 06;") mill. — Ab\dos orKoptos, 3o March 1881 (pi. XI).

Apparently from a statuette. Her hair is waved to each side of forehead and rolled

together behind. She wears stephane and earrings. Lines across throat. The iris is

marked by an incised ring.

Preservation : Hair behind neck broken away ; surface worn.

BiEL. : Jounml d'entree du Musee. n' a.ioGa; Maspero, Catalogue, n" Sygo.
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27501. Small male head. — White, smaH-gralned marble. — Height

m. 08 cent. — Abydos (?), 3o March 1 88 1 ( pi. XI).

Beardless face, framed by flowing locks. His neck is stretched upwards to his right.

There are three bored holes on right side of head and another in neck , all of w liich

however may be modern.

Presertatio : Cut about and worn.

BiBL. : Journal d'eiitree du Musee, n" 20061.

27477. Portrait statue of an elderly Roman lady. — Bluish white marble. —
Height 1 m. 865 mill. — Tell MoLdam

( pi. XII).

She stands looking to tier left with right knee bent. Her form is enveloped in a mantle

(with tassels at the corners) beneath which she «ears a slola reaching to her

sandalled feet ". Her right arm lies slung against her bosom in ;i fold of her mantle,

one end of which she has thrown over her left shoulder; her left arm hangs by her

side, the draperv being twisted round it and held in her hand. Her hair is arranged

in furrows radiating from the crown of her head: behind, it is fastened together in

a broad plait laid verticallv against back of head: and there is a row of tiny ringlets

round her forehead. Tiie back of tlie statue is less carefully executed. Low red-

angular plinth.

End of 1" cent. A. D. or beginning of 2°''.

Colour : Traces of red border round foot of mantle.

Preservation : Top of head somewhat worn; slightlv chipped in places.

BiBL. : Mariette, ^'otice, p. 90, n° 16: Mariette, Album, pi. 38; Maspero, Guide, i883, n° 5565,

p. 389; Notice, 1895-1897, n° 3o3; Guide, 1909. n° 3o3, p. 110.

27478. Portrait statue of a Roman maiden -
. — W bite marble. — Height

1 m. 33 cent.— Lower Egypt, 1900 (pi. XII).

She stands with right knee advanced, looking to her right; her right arm hes slung

against her bosom in a fold of her mantle; her left hangs bv her side and the hand

grasps a piece of drapery. She wears a mantle (with tassels at the corners) and a

short tunic underneath. Her feet are bare. There is a ring on the third finger of her

left hand. Her hair is drawn to each side of forehead and a broad tress is carried

dow n the middle of her head and fastened in a loop behind her neck. There is a

support against her left leg. Small plinth.

The irises of the eyes have been composed of dark glass or stone and fixed into prepared

( 1 ) Tlie strap of sandal is omitled on the left foot.

(2) Described by M. Maspero as r adolescent romain->, and though the bead is female, the rest of the figure

is certainly more like a male statue. The loop of hair behind the neck is a common characterislic on coin-

portraits of the 1" and beginning of a"" ceiil. A. D.
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cavities. The eyebrows are rendered ])y incised strokes. Tlie back is iess carefully

finished. Marks of drill.

Pf!ESEnvATioN : The iris has disappeared from bolli eves: surface mollled with dark spots.

BiBL. : Guide, igoa. p. i 17.

27615. Head of Roman lady. — White marble. — Height m. 970 mill.

(|.I.XI1).

From a porlrait-slatue of a middle-aged, plain-featured woman. Her hair is arranged

round her forehead in a fringe with curly ends'", and she wears a veil over the back

of her head.

Preservation : .Surface badly chipped, especially eyes, nose and mouth.

27479. Roman portrait bust. — \\ liite marble with vellowish brown patches.

— Heighto m. oh') mill., diam. of jilinlli m. 21 cent. (pi. XII).

Portrait of an elderlv man, close-shaven, with short hair brushed over his forehead,

wrinkled brow, deep line round upper eyelids and thin tight-shut lips, wearing tunic

and toga, and looking to his left. It is erected upon a round plinth with plain

mouldings and there is a sup|)ort in front with concave sides.

The eyebrows are rendered and there is a lightly incised line round the iris. The

surface is highly polished with exception of hair. Marks of drill.

Ma\ he dati'd to aljout the beffirininij of Hadrian's reign.

Preservation : Top of right ear broken awav; surface a lilllc I)roLen in places: crack In

the marble on left side.

BiBL. : Guide, tijo-i, p. 117; Arch. Anieiger, lyoi, p. ao'i, n° 20.

27480. Male portrait-head, probably Alexander Severus. — White marble.

— Height m. 28 cent. — Luxor (pi. Xll).

Head of vouiig man with short liair and beard, the hitler being merely indicated by

incised lines. The iris is represented by an incised ring and the eyebrows are also

rendered. The surface is polished with exception of hair.

Work of 3^ cent. A.D.

Preservation : Broken off from a bust or statue; ears and nose chipped; shght crack on

left side of face and slight discolouration.

BiBi.. : Mabiette. Album, pi. 09: Maspero, Ciitulogue, n" .S.oaS: Guide, 190a, p. 117; Arch.

Anieiger, 1901, p. ao'i, n° aa.

(i) For llie roifTure cf. cerlaiii onins of llie younger Faustina, Bernoilli, Rom. Hon., II, 2, Munztaf. V, I.
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27487. Head of Hadrian from a very large statue. — \\ liite marble. — Height

111. 34 cent.

He has a short beard and ihick curls round forehead, but behind this fringe of curls

the hair lies fairlv flat against the skull.

Preservation : Surface completely corroded.

27488. Upper part of a head of Marcus Aurelius. — Yellow alabaster. —
Height o ni. i6.5 mill., depth o in. i8.3 mill.

The thick curlv hair, the round-arched eyebrows and flat-set eyes leave no doubt that

this fragment is from a portrait of the Emperor. Traces of beard.

Techmqce : Surface polished, with exception of hair; hair of eyebrows rendered, pupils

marked and iris encircled bv incised ring: marks of drill in hair.

Pbesekvation : Lower part of face sliced awav: nose broken and surface chipped a good

deal.

27481. Part of male figure. — White, bliie-veined marble. — Height (as

restored but without plinth) i iii. 3."i cent., height without restoration

m. 8o cent.

Probablv a portrait statue. He stands with right knee bent and right arm by his side.

He wears chiton and himation ; the latter is drawn over left shoulder and across front

of waist and he holds out an end of it in his left hand. There is a ring on the third

finger of left hand.

Pbeservation : Head and right hand wanting; lower part of legs restored In plaster:

left hand and draperv chipped: surface stained in places.

27482. Male figure. — Grev sandstone. — Height i m. 09 cent.

Stands with left knee advanced: the left elbow is bent and he appears to have held

some object in liis left forearm. He wears chiton and large mantle, the latter being

carried over left shoulder and leaving right side free. The sculpture has apparentiv

been left unfinished.

Colour : Traces of white coat and paint (brown on drapery).

Preservation : Head, feet, right forearm and left hand broken off: break through knees

and another through left shoulder: surface in wretched condition.

27483. Male figure. — Basalt, not highly polished. — Height in. 129 mill.

— Erment (pi. XIII j.

He stands with right knee bent, right arm slung in draperv across bosom and left arm
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l)y his side. He is enveloped in a large mantle and wears a tunic underneath. The

space between ankles is not cut out.

Presebivation : Head, left hand and both feet broken oil'.

BiBL. : Joiiritiil il'i'iilrce dii Miisrc, n" a8gGy.

27484. Fragment of male bust. — Porphyry. — Height o m. i5 cent., hreadth

o ni. 3 35 mill.

Pari of a bust; it is hollowed out behind and the head has been inserted in a prepared

opening. Wears chiton and mantle over left shoulder.

PRESERVATI0^ : Head wanting; left shoulder fastened on; sliglitly broken round edges.

27485. Draped male figure (statuette). — White, small-grained niaihle. —
Height 111. 2 1 cent. (j»l. XHl).

He stands with left knee advanced and right haunch bent outwards; his right arm has

hung by his side. He wears a tunic, girdled round waist, and a long cloak which is

buckled on right shoulder, envelopes left shoulder and arm, leaving right arm free,

and is held together by left hand. There is a ring on the third finger of left hand.

Dowel-hole in neck.

Colour : Yellow on girdle; traces of paint here and there on drapery (?).

Preservatio> : Head , most of right arm and both feet broken off; surface chipped and dirty.

27489. Small male figure. — Soft vellowish white limestone. — Height

m. 77 cent. (pi. XIV).

Standing with left knee advanced, holding a wreath or cloth in right hand and a bunch

of grapes in left. A (Jipti/choii is slung over left arm. He wears tunic (reaching to

below knees), mantle witii tassel at end (^wrapped across front of body and drawn

over left shoulder) and sandals. A ribbon-end hangs down on each side of neck.

Plinth.

Slight traces of paint. Back roughly llatlened; background not cut away between legs.

Two holes are pierced lengthwise in diptychon.

Work of late period. For the rendering of the drapery cf. the late funerary stelae.

Preservation : Head, front of feet and plinth, and front of diptychon broken away;

both hands are stuck on and are somewhat broken.

27617. Right arm. — ^^ hile marble. — Length o m. i55 mill.

The elbow is bent and the fingers are lightly closed on some object (such as a sceptre);

no drapery. Mediocre work.

Calal. duMusee, n. 97^1 2.5. ^
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Tlie arm is broken off a lillle above tbe elbow and there is a deep round hole at this

point, probably for a rivet. Some mouldinfjs have been carved on the inner end of

the arm after it had been broken off from tbe statue.

Preserv.4Tion : See above; thumb, first and second fingers broken.

27618. Left foot. — While marble.— Heiglil o in. 26 cent., leiiglli o m. 890.

From a colossal statue; wears sandal with low sides and broad tongue over top of fool.

There is a square dowel-hole above ankle and another below heel.

Prkservation : Surface chipped a good deal.

27436. Left foot. — Marble. — Ileipjbl o in. 090 mill., length o ni. 19 cent.

From a less than life-size statue wearing sandal, like n° a-Gi 8. Has been attached by

iron dowel.

Preservation : Heel partly broken olf: chipped and discoloured.

27490. Left foot. — Marble. — Lenjjtb o m. 100 mill.

From a small statue wearing sandal like the preceding : a tag projects over part of the

toes.

Preservation : Only forepart of foot remains: cut awav underneath.

27491. Left foot. — Marble. — Lenglh o m. 27 cenl.

From a large statue; wears sandal of same general type as the preceding, with projecting

tag over the first two toes. Dowel-hole in ankle.

Preservation : Badly broken and \\orn.

27493. Portrait head. — Basall. — Height on ils stand m. 82 cent., length

from front to back o m. 3o cent. — Tanis. AJarch 1861 (pi. XV).

Fragment of an Egyptian portrait-statue representing an elderly man, witli short liair

and clean-shaven face. The front of his head is partly bald and his face is wrinkled

;

narrow eyes, thin compressed lips and strong square jaw. Tlicre has been a pillar-

support behind. (jraeco-Egyptian work of 1" cenl. B.C.

Surface polished with exception of hair.

Preservation : Broken through neck: left ear and left eyebrow chipped: surface

somewhat corroded.

BiBL. : Journal d'eiilree da Musee, u° i5io?i; Mariette. \olice, ]). 67. 11° 5: Muiiette. Album,

pi. 89; Maspero. Catalogue, n" 5.127 (?).
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27494. Upper part of portrait-statuette (male). — Basalt, vvilli polished surface.

Height 111. 2 lb mill. — Naukratis (pi. XV).

His arms linve been dose against his sides. He wears a close-fitting tunic without

indication of folds and a mantle which is fastened over left shoulder and under right

arm. He has short hair, wrinkled brow, and a short beard (unless the latter is

merely natural corrosion). Pillar-support at back. Work of same class as n° •3'jh()3.

Preservation! : Broken through chest; surface much corroded.

BiBL. : Joiiriiiil d'entree du Musee, n" ayigS: Arch. Ameigor, 1901, p. •^.ot. n° 17.

27492. Male portrait head. — Piir[)le, wliito-spolted stone with light-colotired

suilace. — Height ni. 3(1 cent. — Diineh (|)1. XV).

From an Egyptian portrait-statue with pillar-support at the back. The head is that of

an elderly man with close-shaven face and thick short hair. He wears a diadem

consisting of two long stalks with buds fastened together in front (lotus?). The

eyeballs are verv flat. The ban- on top of head is only slightly indicated.

Preservation : Broken through neck; nose broken off.

27495. Portrait-statuette of a priest of Sebek. — Dark grey granite \\ilh

polished surface. — Height o m. ^j cent. (pi. XV).

An elderly man represented willi left leg advanced, right arm by his side and left hand

against front of body holding drapery. He wears a short-sleeved garment (sewed or

fastened together down middle of sleeve) and a fringed mantle wrapped over left

shoulder and under right arm. He has short hair and a clean-shaven wizened face

with rather Hat eyeballs. Usual pillar behind.

Hieroglvphic inscription on pillar, from which it appears that the person represented

was a priest of the crocodile-god Sebek.

Preservation : Lower part of legs and of pillar broken oil; head fastened on; left hand

and nose chipped.

27496. Fragment of male figure with breastplate. — Basalt, with polished

surface. — Height o ni. 26 cent. (pi. XIII).

From a portrait-statuette of an Emperor or soldier. Has been standing with left forearm

held out slighdy. He wears ])reastplate and cloak, buckled on right shoulder and

hanging over back, and a fillet-end hangs over each shoulder from the back ol his

bead. Pillar-support at back (not inscrihed).

The pillar-support and the material show that this fragment is a work of the same

general class as n" 2 7/i()0 ff., though the breastplate and drapery are purely

Graeco-Roman in style.

h.
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Preservation : Broken through hips; head, most of right arm and left forearm hroken

oiT; surface cliipped.

27506. Siren playing lyre. — Yellowish limestone — Height as restored (not

including plinth) i in. 36 cent. — Sarapeion at Saqqarah (pi. Vlll).

Though much hroken and restored, enougli of the original remains to show that she

was represented standing with right leg crossed in front of left, holding a lyre

against her left side and playing on it «ith her riglit liand. Her liead is bent over to

her right. The instrument is attached by a strap round tier waisi; a chain, uitli

various small ornaments attached to it at intervals, passes over her left shoulder and

under her right arm; and she also wears earrings and necklace (for details see

illustration). Her hair is drawn loosely to each side of forehead and fastened up in

a knot on the top of her head. The Ivre (of whicli only the body is preserved, the

liorns and cross-piece, which were attached separately, being missing) has a Ijack

in llie shape of a tortoise-shell; there is a bridge in front and there are traces of a

great manv strings; on each side of tlie face is a hole for the msertion of the horns.

The right arm of the Siren has also jjeen attached separately. The surface of the

work, wliere well preserved, is smooth and hard. There are scarcely any remains

of paint; dark colour on chain round left shoulder?

Second-rate work of Ptolemaic period'".

Preservation : Arms and wings broken away; back badly broken: tad, lower part of

legs, and plinth restored in limestone; end of nose restored in plaster; head plastered

on to body.

The lyre, which is in a ratiier rotten condition, liaN been set up in its proper place and

attached by iron fastenings.

BiBL. : Maspero, Guide, i883, ii° .lodg, [). 882; Notice, 1890-1897, n° a9o; Guide, 1902,

n" 295 , p. 298; Maspero, Le Serapeiim de Memphis, Allan , pi. IV, c; Vassalli, Bnppresentazione di

Sirene, pi. II: Schrf.iber, Gnllicrknpf^ p. 1 7 : IkiNicri, Ueperlniie . II. p. 709. 11" 3: Bull, della

coinm. arch, romiinale 1897, I'-
'-'^ (Anwiuiig). For llie jpHpllery .Schreiber. Ale.r. Toieiilil,-,

p. 3o3''', 3o5.

27507. Siren (?).— SoH while limestone, ^Height i m. 02 cent. — Sa(|»[arah,

Dromos ol Sarapeion,

Standing with wings raised. There are traces of hair hanging down back and (races of

the end of an oltject (musical instrument?) against lop of left "inj;.

(i) Amelung is of opinion lliat ibis slalue cannol bo earlier lliaii tlic 9'"' renl. B.C., as the slyle in wbicli

llic liair is exerulod is cliaraclerislic of ihe later Pergamene school. As an argument against placing it

later llian Ibis il sbonld be noted Ibal small terracotta Sirens of very similar type occnr in high relief on

Ibe gable-ends of a colTni from .Saqqarab wbicb probablv belongs to Ibe early Ploleinaic period ( Cn^f/iig-iic

I 90a , n° 345, p. a8o).

(9) The earrings do mil end In animals' beads as migbl be inferred from Ibis passage.
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Preservation : In miserable condition; the head and the upper part of the body have

completely disappeared and (lie rest of the work is iialf worn away.

Rini,. : Jdiiiiitil d'oiiU-i'c (ht Miisee, ii" aySg'i (?); Maspero, Le Senipeiim de Memplii.i, Alias, pi. V,

Ij el Ij Ins.

27616. Winged female Sphinx. — Soft yellowish limestone. — Length

o ni. 83 cent. — Sa(j([arah, near Sarapeion.

Seated on hind fpiarters: winijs erect; tail between legs, curled round left haunch.

IndisUncl remains of (ireek graffiti on left haunch.

<J> ;a \///////

///////W//
p. YPPoC

Preservation : Head, right wing, end of loft wing, plinth and most of forelegs Ijroken

off; right side utterly corroded and rest of surface also in poor condition.

Ilini,. ; Journal d'diUpo dii Miisee, n" 27898.

27508. Winged female Sphinx. — Soft whitish limestone. — Height

m. 3o5 mill., length ol plinth o m. 20 cent. — Presented by

Daninos Pacha [from Koptos according to (^at. Mas[)ero] (pi. XVI).

Seated upon her hind quarters with tail switched round right Hank and right foreleg

raised. Her wings, which have had curled-over tips, are held erect and her hair,

which is rendered in accordance with an Egyptian type, is spread over her shoulders.

There is a small square hole on the lop of her head to hold a crown, and there are

traces of a uraeus above her forehead. The space between the legs and the space

between the w ings are not cut out. Rectangular cornice-shaped plinth.

Work of mixed Greek and Egyptian elements. Cf. the coin types, Brit. Mas. Cot.,

Alexmithia , pi. XWI, n" 8/1 5.

Colour : Traces of red on the blank spaces between legs and wings.

Inscription : The following letters are rudely incised on front of plinth, presumably

not part of the original work :

jsfi^i^fuK (= c|)ACD<|>i, ib)

Preservation : Right leg broken off (has formerly been restored in plaster); crown and

ends of wings broken off; surface worn, specially face.

BiBi,. : Joiiniid d'ciitrei' dii Mtisee, n" 254.54: MiSPEiio, Guide, n° .Sgai (p. '109).
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27509. Osiris-headed Uraeus. — Whitish limestone. — Height o m. 36 cent.

— Bought (pi. XVI).

Represented willi liead erect, to iVonl, and coiled tail. He wears Idajl anil heard and a

headdress of ram's horns, plumes and crown of Upper Egypt. Deep hack-support

and rude rectangular plinth. Rude work.

Presehvation : Incrusled with dirt.

15nii,. : Journal d'eii/m du Miisee, if agi/i.

27510. Uraeus. — White, large-grained marhle. — Height o in. 27 cent. —
Presented hv Daninos Pacha [from Luxor according to (^at. Maspero]

(pi. XVI).

The head is erect and the hodv curved. A small hole on top of head, to which a piece

of bronze still adheres, has held a crown. Tlie spaces between tiie curves of the

hodv are not cut out.

PfiESEinATioN : Tail and crown hroken olT; worn and stained with black (remains of paint?).

BiBi.. : Jntirnnl d'entree du Miisee, n° •2bko'j-. Maspeeo, I'citulogiio , n° Sgao.

27541. Serpent of Asklepios. — lUack granite. — Height as restored o m. 67 c,

diara. ahoiit o m. 60 cent. — Temple ol Asklepios at Ptolemais'"'

(pi. XVI).

A round, heavy lid, hollow underneath, lin' uppei' pari in the form of a large coiled

serpent with head erect. The scales are rendered bv punctuated outlines. There is a

recess round the base (for tilting into top of chest), and round the side are four

small holes witli remains of iron bars
{J

) and lead soldering -
. On the top, between

the coils of the serpent, is a small slit about o m. o^5 mill, in length.

Probably the lid of a S-jjo-at/pis or money chest into which the pious dropped their

olTerings and over which the sacred serpent of the god kept watch. On the subject

of temple S-Jjcraupo/ see Jalirhrucit , XVI, 1 (io ff.

PfiESEiivATioN : Head restored in black granite.

BiBL. : Jniinml d'entree du Musk, n° aSgiii; .Yoif/fp, 1895-1897, n" 384.

27512. Female griffin. — Liuiostone. — Height o m. a^ cent., length ol" plinth

o m. 220 mill. — Bought (|)1. XVI).

Seated on her hind quarters willi tail curled to right. Her beak is turned down. She

(1) Restored in the reijii of Trajan as issliown by an iiisrriplioii in tiie Museum ((.'at. 1902, n° Sol, p. 1 28).

( 2 ) Pcrliaps ends of handles.
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has a stiff erect mane and wings with curled-over tips. Tiie space between legs is

not cut out. Rectangular plinth. Rude work.

Pfeskiivation : Incrusted uilh dirl.

BiBL. : Joiinuil il'i'iilm dii Mu-ioe, n° jyiya.

27513. Head of griffin. — Black l)asalt witli polished surface. — Length

III. 1
- cent.

Fine but fragmentary head with remains of spiked mane.

Preservation : Ears, top of mane and part of beak i)roken away.

BiBL. : Airli. Anzeiffcr, 1901. p. •20-2. n" lO.

27514. Lion. — Soft while limestone. — Heij;lit o in. 325 mill., length

m. 385 mill. — Tell Mokdani, 1898 (pi. XVII).

Lying with lieail turned to his right and right forepaw crossed over left; the hindipiar-

ters are also twisted round to right and the tail lies flat against side of plinth. The

ears are of the conventional ligyptian type, but the mane is rendered uith more

freedom. Rectangular plinth. No remains of paint.

Native work of Graeco-Roman period.

Preservation : One corner of plinth broken; somewhat worn and slained.

Bmi.. : JoiiiiKil (ri'iilri-i; dii Miisce , 11" .l-jgSS.

27516. Lion. — Soil white limestone of impure composition. — Height

111. 1/5 mill., length m. a()5 mill. — TellMokdam, 1898.

Lies looking down to his left, with left Ibrepaw crossed over right and tail to left

along side of plinth. Rectangular plinth.

Work of same class as n" 2 y .5 1 /i

.

Preservation : Plinth l)roken at corners; surface a good deal worn.

BiBL. : JuiiiiKil d'eiilire dii Musee, n° 3 3 989.

27517. Panther or lioness (small statuette). — Hlack and yellow steatite. —
Height o m. 19 cent. — Koj)tos (pi. XVII).

Crouched upon hindquarters with tail switched round right Hank. The left foreleg is

slightly raised, the head and siioulders half turned to left, and the mouth open.

Flattened base. A deep round hole is pierced in a slanting direction up the rump.

Surface left rather rough.
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Preservation : Chipped.

BiBi.. : Joiiiiitil (Vcnlnv (In Miisce , n" aGOo(J.

27518. Cat with a bird. — Bluish white marble. — Length o m. 89 cent. —
Damanliour{?)(|)l. XVII).

Has just seized a bird and is lifting her head to ii|;ht with the wing in her mouth.

Rough, rasped surface with yellow stain on liack, probably remains of paint.

Preservation : Legs, tail and tips of ears broken off short; nothing left of bird except

uing.

DiBi.. : Journal d'ciitvce (hi Miisee , n" .3 i 18.^.

27519. Leopard or large cat. — While marble. — Height o m. 38iS mill..

leiigih m. G2 cent. — Damanhour (?) (pi. XVII).

Has caught a bird and is lioiding it down with his forepaws and looking up. Rough

plinth and support below l)elly.

Rough surface like that of n" 27518. Remains of yellow paint on hide. Marks of drill.

Preservation : Part of right hind leg and tail, part of ears, head of ])ird and part of

plinth broken off; head of leopard fastened on; somewhat stained.

Ijiiil.. : Joiinidl (Ven lire dii Mii.see , n" ?>i 186.

27520. Greyhound (small statuette). — Soft white limestone. — Length

m. ik cent. — Naukralis(pl. XVII).

Lying curled up with right forepaw crossed over lelt and scratching ear with right

hindpaw. He wears a collar which is pierced at intervals with round holes. Rough

plinth. Good Greek style.

Traces of paint here and there; red on collar and ear.

Preservation : Right hind leg broken off; chipped, worn and dirty.

RiBL. : Journal (Ventree du Mnsee , 11" •17200: Arch. Anzeiger, i<)Oi, p. 300, n° (j.

27525. Sepulchral (?) relief. — Limestone, full of small shells. — Height

1 m. 2 9 cent. (pi. XIV).

A youthful male figure stands with right knee bent holding an uncertain object against

his breast with both hands (apparently not a bird). He wears a chlamys buckled on

right shoulder and covering the front of his body down to the knees. In high relief

against a rather roughly shaped back. Rough plinth. Dow el-hole in neck for attachment

of head.
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Coarse work, hut probably of Ptolemaic period.

Presehvation : Head broken off; slanting break across tliigbs: sm-face worn.

9259. Funerary stele.— Hard, imjjiire, white limestone. — Height (including

base) m. 6c) cent., breadth of base o m. 65 cent. — Alovandria.

The relief is enclosed by two deep pilasters, narrowing towards the top, with moulded

capitals and with a square hole sunk in the top of each for attachment of pediment.

The stele is fastened into a large rectangular base.

A woman is represented seated to left upon a cushioned chair without back, her feet

resting on a footstool with feline legs; sharp-edged mouldings on legs of chair. Her

right foot is drawn back; her head is drooped forward; she raises her right band

enveloped in her mantle, as if to lean her cheek upon it; her left lies in her lap.

She wears chiton, mantle, draped over legs, right arm and back of head, armlet and

sandals. In front of her a small maidservant advances to right, with right leg drawn

back, holding up a lyre towards lier mistress in both bands; her hair is short, she

is barefoot, and she wears a chiton (without sleeves or apophjgma) girdled close under

bosom. Work of 3"' cent. B. G.

Faint traces of colour here and there.

Inscription cut on front of base : Niko) T<f/(i>ros ao-?)?.

PfiESERVATioiN : Pediment wanting; tops of both pilasters and corners of plinth a good

deal broken.

BiBL. : Noike, iSgS-iSc);, il° 289: Guide, 1902, 11" 289, p. 116; Le Musk Effijptien, I, p. 97

anil pi. XXXI: Avcli. Anzeiger, 1901, p. 200, n" 10; Alheuische Millhciluiigen , 1901, p. 271, a° 9

(figured on p. 272 1 IHustration in Mr. Milne's Calalog-ne.

27526. Funerary stele. — Soft Avliite limestone. — Height m. 89 cent.,

breadth m. 38 cent. ([d. XVIII).

A broad stele surmounted by a low pediment with akroteria. The relief is on a slightly

sunk, rectangular plane enclosed by anlae, pediment and base.

Four figures are represented, a young man standing to left with right leg advanced,

clasping the band of a woman who faces him, and two children standing to right

behind the woman. The man (taking leave of his family and dressed for his last

journey) wears a cloak, fastened over his shoulders and drawn round bis waist, and

upetn-Hos; he is beardless and short-haired. The lady is clad in chilon and mantle,

wrapped over left shoulder, leaving right arm free; her hair is fastened up behind.

The children are enveloped in mantles.

Colour : Remains of paint, fairly distinct in places; flesh of man and children pink,

that of woman white stucco: lips red, hair dark brown (?); drapery of man and

children yellow, chilon of uoman yellow and mantle red; traces of grey on upper

part of background and of black below; triangular field of pediment red.

Calal. du Musee, n. 27/125.
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Preservation : Stained and somewhat worn.

BiBL. : Arch. Aiizpigpr, if)oi. p. 20G. n" 20: Athenische Mitlheilungen , 1901. p. 282, n" 20.

9249. Funerary stele.— Maible.— Heigh torn. 226 miH.. breadth 0111. i65 miil.

— Presented by M. Piehl, 1-2 Dec. 1887.

Small stele; has apparenllv had a triangular top; the relief is on a slightly sunk,

rectangular plane.

A woman is seated (to right, hut half turned to front) upon a high-hacked arm-chair,

her feet resting on a footstool. She wears a chiton (with sleeves and high girdle?]

and a mantle which is wrapped across her lap and which she draws over the hack

of her head with her left hand. Her right lies in her lap.

Inscription cut on hase in two lines :

HreMONeiA

AAYnexAipe

Presedvation ; Top hroken off; corners of hase hroken: surface much incrusted.

IiiBL. : Journal iVeiilree (hi Miisee, u" 28o25: Atlieiiisclie Miltlieiliiiigen , igoi. p. 288. n" 22. For an

iliuslraliou see Mr. Milne's Catalogue of Greek Inscriptions.

9217. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone.— Height o in. 63 cent., breadth

o m. 26 cent.

High relief enclosed hy rather deep pilasters with moulded capitals and surmounted hy

pediment with akroteria. Deep hack, left very rough.

Two men stand clasping each other's right hands. The one to spectator's right stands

to front, half turned towards his companion, with left knee hent; he is clean-shaven

and half hald; he wears chiton and mantle, wrapped across «aist and drawn over

left shoidder. The other, who is similarlv dressed, st;mds to right with right knee

hent; he has a clean-shaven face and short hair.

Colour : Traces of red on akroteria and top of pilasters: traces of painted egg and dart

pallcrn along underside of the moulding round the pediment; slight traces of paint

on the human figures (red on hair); remains of black on ground. The letters have

also been painted red.

Inscription cut on base, within incised lines :

AMMQNIE AHMHTPIOY

XAIPE

Preservation ; Akroteria broken; surface a good deal chipped.

BiBL. : Arch. Anzeiger, 1901, p. 207, n" 26: Athenische Mitlheilungen, 1901, p. 279, n" 16. Ilius-

fration in M. Milne's catalogue.
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27529. Painted funerary Stele.— Soft white limestone.— Height o m. Ay cent.,

breadth o m. a 5 cent. (pi. XVIII).

The subject is paintetl on a sunken panel, surmounted Ijv a pediment witli akroleria.

Tlie sides of llie stele have a slight slope. There is a small hole through the central

akroterion.

Subject : A beardless man stands to front, looking to his right, with right hand held

against his breast and left leg at ease. He wears short chiton , chlamys buckled on

right shoulder, and boots. A small male figure, draped to the knees, stands facing

him by his riglit side. There is an egg and dart pattern along fool of pediment.

Colour : Flesh pink, with dark red shadows; lips and eyes dark red; hair black; chiton

vellow; chlamys dark brown; boots dark. The smaller figure is not so well preserved.

Background indistinct. Drum of pediment and egg pattern red; akroteria indistinct.

Inscription painted in red letters along architrave :

A KAO/W?////

Technique : The outline of the right arm of the larger figure has been lightly scratched

on the stone.

Preservation : Worn a good deal; colours not very well preserved.

BiBL. : Jounuil d'enlrcr du Musec , n" 3it)56: Arch. Aiizeiger, igoi. p. 201, 11° i3.

27530. Painted funerary stele.— Soft white limestone.— Height m. ^2 cent.

,

breadth m. 2 5 cent. (pi. XVIII).

Same shape as n° 27529.

Subject : A young man , Ijeardless and short-haired, stands to front in an easy attitude,

looking to his right; his right arm hangs by his side; in his left hand he holds a

spear, slantwise across front of body. A chlamys is buckled on his right shoulder,

covering body and left arm. He also wears boots. There is an egg and dart pattern

along foot of pediment.

Colour : Flesh light red; hair, eyes and lips dark red; ciilamys white, with grey and

broun shading; boots and spear dark red; pinkish brown background. Drum of

pediment and egg pattern red.

Inscription painted in red lellers along architrave :

i£ipoA^APH' poAioc

Preseiivation : Akroteria broken; surface worn in places; colours rather belter preserved

than those of n" 27.529.

BiBL. : Jounml d'i'iiti-oe du Miisee. u" 3i65.5: Arch. Aiizeiger, i()oi, p. aoi. 11° i-2.
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27531. Stele with banquet scene. — Soft wliile limeslono. — Height

m. 485 mill., Itreaclth o m. Sy cent. (pi. XMII).

A Jjroad I'eelangular slele with pilasters. A man is represeiiled to front, reclining on

his left side upon a couch; his left elbow rests on a pillow, and lie holds up a

drinking-horn (?) in his right hand. He wears a himalion wrapped round his lower

limbs and a kalathos on his head. By his left side stands a page (to front, with right

leg at ease and head drooped lo his left) wearing a short chiton and holding a jug

in his right hand; a vessel stands on the ground by his left leg. In front of the

couch a serpent is stretching itself upwards in quest of food.

Work of Ptolemaic period.

Presebvation : Large part of stele broken away, to spectator's left: surface in wretched

condition, corroded and crumbling.

27532. Funerary stele. — Soft vol low limestone. — Height o m. a 4 cent.,

breadtli o ni. 22 cent. — Tell Ahou Ballon ([)l. X.XIV).

A woman is represented reclining on hei' left side upon a coiuh with curved sides and

two mattresses. Her left elbow rests on a pillox\, licr I'lght knee is slightly raised,

and she holds up a two-handled cup in iier right hand. Her dress consists of a high-

girdled chiton and a mantle wrapped round her legs and carried over her right

shoulder. At the foot of the couch a jackal lies facing her on a bracket or standard.

The relief is enclosed by anfae supporting a conch-ceiling. The legs of the couch are

not rendered.

Inscription cut in three lines Ixdow tiie relief :

I aO snm t

PnESFitvATiON : Stained and corroded.

BiBL. : Journal iFeittm du Musec, n" 33978.

27533. Funerary stele. — Blue marhlo. — Height o ni. Mi cent., breadth

m. 98 cent. — Abou Ballon, 1898 (pi. XIX).

A rather stout, bearded man reclines on his left side upon a coucii, looking lo his right,

leaning on his left elbow and holding a cup in his left hand. He wears a himation

wrapped round his lower limbs and drawn over his left shoulder. The couch has

curved sides and short legs with thick mouldings.

The upper part is in relief upon a sunk plane; the lower part of the couch is merely

incised. The back is carefullv smoothed.
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Inscription : Below the couch are some traces of an expunged iiiscripliou and [A.

Preservation : Broken on every side; lowei- part of man and foot of couch broken awav.

13iiii.. : JoiniKtl d'riihrc (hi Miisce, n" SagiS.

27534. Funerary slele. — Soil white limestone. — Hei;;lil o m. Ay cent.,

In'eailth o ni. BaS mill. — Aljou Ballon, aA Jan. i8()9 (pi. XIX).

Rectangular stele framed hy a (iraeco-Egyplian aedicula like that of n" aySSB. The

sul)jecl of the relief is a Iniman figure seated to lelt, fronted hy a jackal sealed on

standard. Coarse, skelcliv work, perliaps unfinished.

Faint traces of incised inscription l)elo\\ relief.

Preservation : In very bad condition; surface worn away.

27535. Funerary stele. — Soil wliite limestone. — Heij'ht o m. Sy cent.,

breadth o m. 33 cent. — Ahou Ballon, th .Jan. 1899 (pi. XIX).

Rectangular stele, framed i)y aedicula consisting of two Egyptian columns witii calyx

capitals and a rounded roof. Two female figures, wearing chiton and himation, with

hair iianging on shoulders, recline together upon a couch in the usual attitude; the

one to spectator's left holds out a small cup in iier right liand. At their feel a small

ligure, wearing ciiiton and himation drawn over left shoulder, stands to front with

arms raised. Reliefer creu.r.

Preservation : Surface \\orii and stained.

27536. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Height m. 36 cent.,

hreadlh o m. /i6 cent. — Ahou Ballon, -ik .Ian. 1H99 (pi. XIX).

Broad rectangular slele, framed hy aedicula consisting of two columns (without the

usual Egyptian /ilnici) and a low gable roof. Three female figures, with hair parted

ill the middle and shoulder-lresses, wearing chiton and himation, recline in a row

upon a couch in the usual attitude, llie one to spectator's left holding out a small

cup in her right hand. At the fool of the couch a small draped figure stands to front

with arms raised.

Relief en creux. Careless work.

Preservation : Side to spectator's right broken ; surface worn and dirty.

27537. Fragment of a funerary stele. — Soft whitish limestone. — Height

o 111. 90 cent., breadth m. 3o5 mill. — Tell Ahou Ballou.

Of same type as preceding. All that remains is lower part of couch and inscription

below. In front of the couch stand a bunch of flowers (?), a long-necked, pointed
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amphora (in a stand) willi ladle allaclied, and a small ihree-legged table bearing a

jug and two goblets. Columns, as usual, on each side.

Inscription within incised lines as follows :

MAPKIAHKAllfPAKIAINATPYfi-'N
AC THflAOTSkJU AAYne XPHCTH
tYTYXIlOCLA LI A e ntl<t>KA

The inscription has been inked in after being cut, and there are slight traces of ink

on the objects under couch also (cf. n" 275/1/1).

Preservation : Upper half broken awav; chipped and stained.

BiBi,. : Joiiriinl dentree dii Miisee, n" 38980.

27538. Funerary stele. — Soft \ello\Yisli limestone. — Height m. 07 cent.,

breadth ni. 46 cent. ([>]. X\).

Rectangular slab. The scene is enclosed within an aedicula consisting of two columns

with Corinthian capitals supporting a pediment with akroteria and dentil moulding

along the foot. The colunms have |)rofdcd bases.

A short-bearded man reclines on a couch in liie usual alliludi'. his elbow supporled on

two pillows, holding out a cup in his right hand and having a wreath (?) in his left.

He wears chiton and himalion, wrapped round waist and carried over left shoulder.

At the foot of the couch is a fall pedestal on which a small draped figure is represented

standing to front, with right knee bent, right arm hanging against bosom, and holding

out a roll (?) in left hand. Behind the couch is a jackal, lying to right with head to

front, on ihc lop of a pillar. Mclow the couch are two amphorae in stands, a three-

legged table bearing vessels, and a bunch of stalks al each end; these objects are as

usual merely incised in outline Late, stilT style.

There has been an inscription below within incised lines but it is alniosl cnlireh effaced.

Preservation : Surface corroded.

27539. Funerary stele. — Grev sandstone. — Hei{;lil o in. 53 cent., breadth

o ni. 66 cent.
(
jil. XX).

Broad rectangular slab. A female ligure, wearing chiton and liimation, reclines in the

usual altitude upon a couch with curving sides and short, moulded legs, holding up

an indistinct object (wreath?) in right hand and cup (?) in left. Her head is surmounted

by a large conch. Along back of couch stand three hawks to front, wearing pshmt

and wig : a conch is placed over the head of the one to spectator's right. The scene

is backed by two Egyptian buildings with uraeus cornice and uraeus-disks in the

middle of lintel and cornice : thev have sloping sides and are connected a little

below the lop bv a small uraeus cornice. The whole erection seems to be modelled

on an Egyptian propylon.

The eves are hollowed oul, probabh for insertion of stone or wlass evi'balls.
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Preservation : Right hand bolloiii corner fastened on by iron pin; surface nuich worn.

BiisL. : Allicnisclic Millliciluiigoii , Kjoi, [). ayf), 3oi, 3o2.

27540. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Heij'lit o ni. SgSmill.,

breadtli o in. 87 cent. — Sa([([arali, A[>nl 1869 (?) (pi. XXII).

Rectangular stele with deep pilasters and architrave. The subject represented is a death-

bed. A iuiman figure (uncertain whether male or female) lies stretched upon a

couch on left side, with right knee raised and right hand held to breast; the lower

part of the body is covered by a sheet, the upper is naked. At the top of ihe couch

stands a woman, draped, with hair hanging loose, holding (he head of the deceased;

perhaps tlie mother. Behind her appears the upper part of a male relative, standing

to front. Behind, along back of couch, stand four small female mourners, to front,

liie two to spectator's left clutching their hair, the next with liands pressed against

bosom, and the ne\l wilb arms upraised in air; they wear garments fastened round

the waist leaving the bosom bare. Mouldings on legs of couch. No inscription.

Preservvtion : A good deal worn.

BiBl. : Jouriinl d'mliee (III Musk', 11" 19180 (?): Maspero, Guide, 1888, 11" iiiag (p. .SGi): i/Aenf-scAe

MitlhcUuniron , 1901, |). 3o2.

9303. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height m. 55 cent.,

breadth m. 3G cent.

Of same type as n° 270/10. A male figure lies stretched upon a couch on left side,

with right hand to breast, the upper part of the body being naked. At the head of

the couch stands a draped ligure, iiolding the pillow. Along back of couch stand

three winged female figures,'" to front, witli hands pressed to bosom; they are

draped and have loose-hanging hair. Mouldings on legs of couch.

Below couch is a tablet with an inscription almost entirely effaced.

Preservatiom : Right hand pilaster broken away and figure at head of couch badly

injured; worn in places.

BiBL. : Maspeiio, GmiV/c, i88:i, n" 5'ia8 (p. .3G'i); Ailicukche Miithdluugc, , ujoi. p. 3oa. Illustralion

in Milne, Catalogue of Greek Inscriptions.

27541. Funerary stele. — I.imestone. — Height o m. 38 cent., breadth

o in. 35 cent. ([)1. XXI\ ).

The centre is occupied by a figure of purely Greek type standing to front wilb left knee

bent. He wears a long chiton and is also enveloped in a bimation. His right arm

(j) Explained by Maspero as angels aiul by Plulil as souls: llieir es^act sigiiilican.c is dillicull lo aelernii.io.
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lies siiing against his bosom in a fold of the latter garment, his left hangs hy his

side and may have held some nttri])nte. This central figure is in high relief and the

base of the stele forms a rectangular projection below his feet. On each side of him,

and in profile towards him, is a mummy figure standing on a small plinth «ith

sloping front and holding a sceptre with jjoth hands (see illustration) : an end of

the mummy-cloth hangs down in front. These figures are in much lower relief

than the central one.

There is a hieroglyphic inscription between vertical lines on each side of the central

figure. There are also inscriptions on the base, Greek on the left side, in three

lines, and demotic in the middle and on the right. For the Egyptian inscriptions

see Spiegelberg's Catalogue of demotic monuments. The Greek is as follows :

Bttaai; '^.taonoi ispoyXv<pov

eSiMasv l_ xs

Colour : Remains of red in the letters.

Presekvation : Top of stele broken off, including the heads of all three figures; left

hand of Besas, together with end of drapery, broken; surface rather worn.

BlBL. : Alliciiisrlie MillheUiiiigen , 1901. p. 2()f)-3oo.

27542. Funerary stele. — Soft while linu'stone. — Height o in. 'i35 mill..

breadth o in. 3o ceuL — Abon Ballon (|tl. XXI).

Rectangular slab framed by Egyptian columns and low nmiided i-oof. A woman is

represented reclining on a couch in the usual attitude, with right leg crossed over

left, holding two-handled cup in right hand and wrealh in left. She wears chiton

and himation drawn over left shoulder in the usual way. Her hair is waved round

forehead and there is a line of four small studs along the front of it. The mattress

and the upper of the two pillows are decorated with rows of punctured dots. On a

bracket at foot of couch a jackal is seated to right willi tail curled round right flank.

The part of the stele below couch is unsculplured , ;ind I be surface of the drapery is

left plain, witiioul indication of folds. No trace of carved inscription.

Preservation : Slightly broken round the edges.

27543. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. /17 cent.,

breadth m. 82 cent. — Abou Ballon.

Banquet scene of the ordinary type, enclosed by Egyptian columns and low rounded

roof. A man with short beard, wearing chiton and himalion, reclines on a couch in

the usual altitude, with cup in right hand and wreath in leii.

Relief en crcux. The surface is left rough and unfinished. There are incised lines below

couch but no remains of inscription either incised or written.

Preservation : Right hand top corner and left hand bottom corner broken.
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27544. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Heijjht o ni. 28 cent.,

breadth o ni. 9 1 cent. — Ahou Ballon, 1901 (pi. XXI).

Small thick stele framed by Egyptian columns with calyx capitals and low triangular

pediment. A female figure, with hair hanging on shoulders, reclines on couch in

usual attitude and dress, holding cup in right hand and wreath (?) in left. At foot

of couch a jackal is sealed to right upon a pillar or standard. Below

couch stands a row of utensils, bunch of stalks at each end, amphora in stand

with ladle attached, tliree-legged table witli vessels on it, and another vessel on the

ground.

Relief en creu.v. Late stiff style.

Indistinct remains of inscription below, written in ink along two lines :

i/////y////
6 Tu»NA>A

There are also traces of ink on the relief, very distinct on the objects below couch, the

incised outlines being gone over and some details being added.

PnESEnvATioN : Edges chipped a good deal.

27545. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height ni. 6i5 mill.,

Lreadlh o m. :2b5 mill. — Tell Basta, 28 Sept. 1898 (pi. XXI).

Bancjuet scene of usual type enclosed by Egyptian columns and low triangular pediment

with akroteria. A beardless (or short-bearded?) man, wearing chiton and himation,

reclines on a couch on iiis left side with left elbow resting on two pillows and legs

stretched out very stiflly, holding out a cup in his right hand. Above his feet is a

jackal, seated to front. Below couch stand bunch of stalks, amphora and three-legged

table willi (wo cups on it.

Below is an inscription within incised lines :

Preservation : Akroteria broken off; surface a good deal m orn.

BiBL. : Jounidl (I'eiilree (lu Musee , a" 38017.

27546. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 3i5 mill..

breadth o m. 27 cent.— Tell Basta, 1898 (pi. XXI).

Framed by columns supporting a rounded roof. A boy is represented standing to front,

with feet to right, holding up both hands. He wears chiton and himation, wrapped

round his chest under right arm and over left shoulder.

Calal. da Musee, n. 27430. "
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Relief en crcii.r. There are triglyph-like llutings down one side of the hack.

Inscription ])elo\v relief :

Preservition : Surface worn.

Ijibi.. : Journal d'ciilirc dit Miisee, n' SSoig.

27547. Funerary stele. — Soft while liiin'stone. — Hoi^;lil o in. 27 cent.,

breadlli m. 355 mill. — Tell Basta, 1898 (pi. XXI).

Broad rectangular slele ^^ithout columns and pediment. The central figure is a woman

reclining on a couch in tlie usual manner, holdini; out u cup in her right hand; she

wears chiton and iiimation; her hair is purled in the middle and hangs down on her

shoulders. At the head of the couch a smaller female figure (Kleopatra) stands to

front, with feet to right, holding up holh hands; she wears chiton and himation,

and her hair is parted in the middle and hangs over her shoulders. At the foot of

the couch stands a still smaller figure, a hoy with short hair, in the same attitude

and costume as his sister. I'low of ohjecls helow couch, hunch of stalks, amphora

in stand with ladle, and three-legged tahle with two cups on it.

Relief rn crrii.r. The utensils below couch are as usual merely incised.

Inscription helow, within Incised lines :

'//////////////<. LAtKACOnATPALlA; f'tAA^%«AAeA
4>OC L/////////// /////, ,//\A t Y T Y X I -f///

Preservation : Worn and stained.

BiBL. : Jdiinial d'ciilire dii Musee , n" 33oqi.

27548. Funerary stele. — Soil whito linieslone. — llei;;lil o 111. 09 cent.,

Iireadlli 111. >5 cenl. — Aliou Hallou. 1898 (|>l. XXlll).

Flanked \>\ columns (with calyx capitals hut without the usual Egyptian alxici)

supporting low triangular pediment. Two female figures are represented reclining

together upon a couch on their left sides, with right knees raised. The one to spec-

tator's left holds out a cup in her right hand, the other has a cup in her left. Both

wear chiton and himation. Their hair hangs down on their shoulders and is dressed

round forehead as shown.

Relief cii crrux.

Preservation : Lower part has apparently heen cut awav: corners hroken and surface

worn.

BiBL. : .loiiniiil d'cniirc dii Miist'e, n" SaQoS.
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27549. Funerary stele. — Soft white iimestone. — Ht'ijjlit o lu. 35 cent.,

breadth o ni. 3(S ccni. — Ahou BaUoii, i8()S.

Piain l)roa(l side willioui nrcliileclural frame. Tliree ligures, wearing chiton and

himalion, I'ocline together upon a couch in the usual altitude, each resting the left

eil)0\v on a pair of pillows. The two at the top of the couch are men with short hair

and shaven faces; the third is apparently a woman with shoidder-tresses. Upright

back at upper end of couch.

Relief e« creux. Incised hues below for inscription (probably effaced).

Preservation : One side broken away (including lower end of couch and half of third

figure); surface l)adly\<oni.

BiBL. : Jouriml cl'ciilrec du Mmce , n" 32902.

27550. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o in. 35 cent.

,

breadth o ni. '?A cent. — Abou BaUoii, 1898.

Male figure reclines on couch in usual manner willi right foot crossed over lelt, cup in

right liand and wrealli in left. The scene is enclosed within a round-topped aedicula

(represented by an incised line).

Relief en ciru.r.

Inscription below, within incised lines :

ATlOAAOCu.lcAlkOAONO///*'

f |A0TekNOC///////t

evrv x////

Preservation : Surface worn.

BiBL. : Jounial d'ciilree du Miisee, ii° SayoG.

27551. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height m. 37 cent.,

breadth o m. 37 cent. — Abou Ballon, 1898.

Plain rectangular stele containing representation of woman reclining on couch m usual

attitude, with legs stretched stiilly out, right above left, holding out a cup in right

hand. She wears chiton and himation. Her hair is parted in the middle and hangs

down on her shoulders. Traces of table etc. below couch.

Relief c» creux.

Inscription below within incised lines :

<t>IA0T6KNe XAIP.; ,' i

Preservation : Corners broken and surface worn.

BiBL. : Joiiriwl d'i'iilrce du Musk' . n" 02910.
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27552. Funerary stele. — Soft wliite limestone. — Height o ni. 31 cent.,

breadth m. 31 cent. — Abou BaHou. 1898.

Frafrment of rectangular slab containing an inscription enclosed within columns and

triangular pediment.

V'

,eAPeiN FT
PHPAHP L

Preservation : Broken awav on three sides; surface worn.

BiBL. : Jniinial (VentiTe dii Miisee , u' 3-2899.

27553. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. SaS mill..

Iji-eadlh o m. aS cent. — \hoii Ballou. 1898 (pl.XXll).

Rectangular stele, framed liv columns and pediment. A male figure, wearing chiton

and himation, stands to front with right hand on a stele'". The stele has a triangular

top and is ruled horizontally as if for an inscription.

Relief CH creux.

No inscription helow, or else effaced.

Preservation : Surface worn.

BiBL. : Jourmd d'cniree du Musce, n" Sagi i.

27554. Funerary stele. — Soft uhite limestone. — Height m. 96 cent.,

breadth o m. 975 mill. — Abou Ballou. 1898.

Rectangular stele framed by columns and pediment. A human figure (boy?), wearing

chiton and himation (draped over left shoulder), stands to front, with feel to right,

holding up both hands.

Relief c;/ creti.v. No remains of inscription.

Preservation : Top broken; surface worn.

I?iBL. : Jounud d'ciilree du Music, n" 3-2908.

27555. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 30 cent.,

breadth o m. ay cent. — Abou Ralloii. 1898.

Rectangular stele framed by columns and pediment with akroteria. A female figure with

(1 ) Cf. n" 2743G for llie lype.
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shoulder-tresses, wearing cliiton and himalion, reclines on a couch in the usual

attitude, with right foot crossed over left and cup in right hand.

Relief vi> nvii.r.

Inscription probahly effaced.

PnESERvvTioN : Surface worn.

BiBL. : Journal d'eiilree dii Mii.see, ii" Sagoo.

27556. Funerary stele. — Soft while Hmestouo. — Heiglit o m. 33 cent.,

Iircadtli o in ^A ccnl. — Ahou Ballon, 1898.

Rectangular stele with representation of male figure (?) reclining on couch in usual

attitude and dress, «ilh right foot crossed over left and cup in right hand.

Relief en crcux.

No remains of inscription.

Pbeservation : Broken both at top and bottom; surface worn very badly.

BiBL. : Journal d'riilrec du Music, u" Saijoi.

27557. Funerary stele. — Soil white iinicstono. — Height m. 3t cent.,

hreadth o in. 29 cent. — Abon Ballon. 1898.

Rectangular stele framed by Egyptian columns and pediment « ith akroteria. Figure on

couch in usual attitude with cup in right hand. At foot of couch a jackal is seated to

right on a pillar or standard.

In ordinary reliel.

PreservatiO'N : In poor condition; surface of relief worn Hat.

BiBi.. : Journal d'entree duMu.iee, 11° SagoS.

27558. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 45 cent.,

breadth m. a^cenl. — Abou Ballon. 1898.

Figure on couch in usual altitude, framed by Egyptian columns and pediment with

akroteria.

Relief en creu.r. Marks of utensils below couch and inscription having been added in ink

(cf. n° 97.^4).

PfiESEnvATioN : In very bad condition; almost effaced.

BiBL. : Journal d'eutree du Musce , 11° Sagoy.

27559. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o in. 23 cent.,

breadth ni. 2 5 cent. — Abou Ballon, 1898.

Fragment of stele framed by columns with indistinct capitals (not of the ordinary type)
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and pc'dinienl with akroleria. There remains the upper pari of a i'emale figure (girl?),

to iVonl, hohllng up holh hands; she wears chiton and himalion (draped over left

shoulder) and her hair hangs down on each side of neck. By her right side a jackal

is sealed on a pillar or standard , to right w ith head to front. There is also an indistinct

ohject hy her left side.

Rather high relief.

Preservation : Lower part hroken away; surface worn and stained.

BiBL. : Joiinii/I d'cniree (III Miiiee, n° Sagia.

27560. Funerary stele.— Soft white limestoiip.— Height o m. 2 o cent. , breadth

o 111. lb cent. — Aboii Ballon, 1898.

Fragment of rectangular stele framed hy Egyptian columns and pediment. All that

remains of the representation is tlie louei- part of a draped figure reclining on couch

with cup in right hand and a jackal at fool of couch, lying to right upon a pillar or

standard.

Relief en creux.

Preservation : Worn.

BiBL. : Joiinidl d't'iilree du Musee , n" 8290^.

27561. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Height o in. 61 cent.,

breadth o 111. •?.o ceiil. — T(dl Basta, i8c)8.

axiaa€y
CAPAniOJ

AAvnfXfH

KH XAIPe

Lk //////////

TYSIT

Inscrihed stele with slightly arciied top against rectangular

background. The part on which the inscription is cut is

coloured dark (accidental?). The second half of tiie second

last line has been erased in antiquity.

BiBi.. : Jouninl d'ciilree dii Musee, n" !13oi8.

27562. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone

breadth in. 28 cent. — Abon Ballon.

H(Mglil 111. 36 cent.,

Rectangular slah framed hy columns and cornice. Female figure reclines on couch in

usual attitude and dress, holding out cup in right hand: her legs are stretched
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straiglil, riglil aljovc Icl't. Ijelow roiicli stands a lliree-legged tabic with two indistinct

objects on it.

Carved in ordiiiai-N relief.

Inscription i)elo\v :

////' AHPAKAtlAoYACTK///
////ttlAOTtKNt x.PhcTH////////''

/TV'N/'/////,T7\0l A X lA

Pbeservation : Mucli worn.

27563. Funerary stele. — Soil wliilo limestone. — Heijjlit o ni. 2/1 cent.,

breadth o ni. iS cent. — Al)ou Ballon.

Small rectangnlar slai) framed by columns and triangular pediment. Small figure,

wearing chiton and himation, draped over left shoulder and under right arm, stands

to front with arms upraised.

Relief en cmt.r.

Inscription below, witliln uicised lines :

A N T UJ N t r N O///

Pheservation : Worn and stained.

27564. Fragment of funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height

111. I
1") mill., hreacltli ni. i65 mill. — Tell Moktlam, 1898.

All that remains of the sculpture is two liuman feet to left. Relief en creux.

Inscription below :

ANrSll<-/^APKoYL.'^
LKA KAI'APcc:
t n t t f tc a
lArTt KNt HAIPC

Preservation : Surface worn and crumbly.

BiBL. : Journal d'f»live (In Miisi'e, n" 3ti8r|8.

27565. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Heip;ht m. Uli cent.,

l)re;i(Uli o m. 37 cent. — Ahou Ballon, 1901.

Rectangular slab framed by aedicula consisting of two columns with foliage capitals and

pediment with akroteria. A beardless male hgure reclines on couch in usual attitude

and dress, with cup in right hand and wreath in left, and with legs stretched straight

out, right above left. At foot of couch a jackal lies to right, with bead to front, on

a column with a bracket-shaped top (standard). Beneath couch stands a row of
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various utensils, bunch of stalks at each end, amphora with ladle, three-legged table

with vessels on the top of it, and another vessel on the ground.

In ordinary relief, tlie objects below table being as usual merely incised in outline.

Inscription below within incised lines :

//// noTAMi^N 'PtAOTtKNOC V_NA
TTBI ki tYTYXI

Preservation : Dirty and somewhat worn.

27566. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Heijjlit o in ^^8 cent.,

breadth o ni. 'jo cent. — Ahou BaHoii.

Framed by aedicula with rounded roof. Beardless male figure reclines on couch in

usual attitude and dress with cup in right hand; his legs are stretched straight out,

right above left. Below couch stands a row of utensils, bunch of stalks, three-legged

table with two vessels on tlie lop of it, and amphora. Slight traces of carved

inscription below.

Relief eu n-eii.v.

Preservation' : Lo\»'er part badlv Ijroken; edges broken a good deal; surlace worn.

27620. Funerary stele. — Soft while limestone. — Heijjhl o m. 36 cent.,

breadth o m. a 55 mill. (pi. XXII).

A young woman stands to front with both arms raised and right knee bent. She wears

chiton and hiniation (draped over left shoulder), shoes and earrings. Her hair, which

is dressed in the Egyptian fashion, is arranged in a formal fringe round her forehead

and hangs over her shoulders. On the ground by her right side a jackal is seated to

right with head to front. The representation is enclosed within an aedicula consisting

of two Egyptian columns (calyx capitals and profiled bases) and a rounded roof.

Inscription below, « ith incised straight line between the t«o lines of letters :

(3ep(j.ou6ts acjpos vs L«a

Preservation : In good condition.

27621. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Heij>lil o m. 3/j cent.,

breadth o m. •2']^ mill. (pi. XXIII).

A female figure, wearing chiloii and hiniation, reclines on couch in usual attitude with

cup in right hand and wreath in left; her right knee is raised. Her hair is arranged

in ridges and furrows and hangs over her shoulders. A jackal lies to right on a

bracket at fool of couch, and in the field above a hawk stands to left. The scene is
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enclosed within an aedicula consisting of two columns (without the usual Egyptian

abaci) and a low pediment.

Incised lines below hut no remains of inscription. Slight traces of red paint on

pediment.

Preservation : Right hand column much broken; surface dirty.

27622. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 43 cent.,

hreadth o m. /ic) cent. (pi. XXIII).

A human figure reclines on couch in usual attitude and dress, holding cup in right hand

and wreath in left. At the foot of the couch stands a small male figure to front

wearing chiton and himation; his right hand is held out and he holds a long curving

object (strigil or perhaps flower) against his left shoulder. In the field above a jackal

lies to right with head to front. The scene is framed by columns and pediment. Faint

remains of inscription below within incised lines (see illustration).

Preservation : Surface very crumbly.

27623. Funerary stele. — Soft wliite limestone. — Height cm. 3o cent.,

breadth o m. 35 cent. — Tell Abou Ballon, 1900 (pi. XXII).

Within an aedicula a human figure (probably male) stands to front with left knee

bent. The left hand holds a wreath against lap, the right pours a libation over a

narrow-stemmed altar of Egyptian type. Wears chiton and himation, the latter being

drawn over left shoulder in the usual way : the feet are bare. The hair projects round

forehead in a sharp , prominent ridge. By the right side of the human figure a jackal

is seated to left with head to front, and by the left side stands a hawk, to right with

head to front.

Colour : Traces of green on background and of black beyond the columns; black also

on jackal.

Inscription : Written in black ink within incised lines :

//////////Ai I K o c m//////w/'V///

Preservation : Upper half broken away, including part of head.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Miisee , n" S/lSSg.

9212. Funerary stele'". — Soft white limestone. — Height o ni. 48 cent.,

breadth o m. 34 cent.

The representation consists of a male figure standing to front in same attitude and

(1) For illustralions of tliis and llie five following stelae see Mr. Jlllne's Catalogue of Greek Inscriptions.

Catal.du Musee, n. 27620. 7
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costume as n" 27628, pouring a iibation over a similar altar with raised ring round

middle and zigzag crown round the top. On each side is a jackal lying on a high

bracket or standard : the one on the right has head to front, the other is entirely in

profde. The aedicula has Egyptian columns (incised bands below calyx capital) and

a round roof : there is a disk in relief on the lympanon and a line of dentil

moulding along the foot.

Inscription engraved within incised lines :

PfiESEnvATioN : Front of head completely broken away; surface worn.

9258. Funerary stele. — Soft white liineslone. — Height m. iy cent.,

hreadlh ni. 98 cent.

A female figure reclines on a couch in the ordinary manner, with right knee raised and

feet crossed, resting her left elbow on the topmost of two pillows and holding out a

two-handled goblet in her right hand. Siie wears chiton and himalion, draped as

usual over left shoulder. Her hair is erected in a sort of arch over the top of her

head, and tresses hang down on her shoulders. At fool of couch a jackal is seated on

a bracket, to right with head to front, liow of objects below couch (merely incised) ,
—

bunches of stalks, maidservant (clad in chiton girt over apnplijgma) standing to front

and holding up a vessel in her left hand, amphora in stand and three-legged table

with amphora and goblet. The scene is enclosed within an aedicula; columns with

calyx capitals, but without Egyptian abaci, and triangular pediment.

Incised lines below, and traces of painted inscription.

Preservation : Slightly worn in places.

9256. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Heiglit o m. 07 cent.,

breadth o m. 87 cent.

A male(?) figure in the usual dress and attitude reclines on a couch with legs straight

out, holding out a goblet in his right hand. Heis beardless and probably short-haired

(worn). A jackal lies on a liracket at foot of couch, with head to front. Traces of

a row of the usual objects incised below couch (table at right end with cups on it).

The aedicula has a triangular pediment with akroteria and the columns have

Corinthian capitals.

Incised lines below, but no distinct remains of inscription.

Preservation : Surface much worn and stained.
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9207. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. ^5 cent.,

breadlli o m. Gcj cent.

At the right end of the stele is a couch on which rechnes a beardless figure in usual

attitude and dress, with right knee raised and feet crossed, holding wreath (?) in

left hand and pouring a libation with right. At foot of couch a youthful figure stands

to front with arms raised, wearing only a chiton. Next to this figure is an altar with

a conical llame and next to this a large standard on which a jackal is seated to

right with head to front. At the left end stands a stele with triangular lop, bearing

an incised inscription :

KonPiAC (= Koirpias?)

uj N

1_ /v\B

The relief is on a sunken plane with rounded top. Rude work.

Preservation : Left hand top corner broken ofi".

9250. Funerary stele.— Soft white limestone.— Height o m. 9 7 cent. , breadth

o m. 57 cent.

A bearded man reclines on a couch to left, with right knee raised and left foot drawn

in, leaning left elbow against two pillows and holding out right hand. He wears

chiton and himalion, covering legs and drawn over shoulders from behind, and has

thick curly hair in the Antonine fashion. The couch has moulded legs and a

curving back at the upper end. At foot of couch is a stele with triangular top and

akroferion, erected upon a base with moulding along top and bottom, and bearing an

incised inscription within incised lines (two lines above and below each row of letters)

:

rf AACINOC

l_rBf YYYXI

The relief is on a sunken plane with slightly rounded top.

Preservation : Broken in places round the edge; right hand of figure broken off; surface

worn and stained with black.

9251. Funerary stele.— Soft white limestone. — Height m. h-] cent., breadth

o m. 3 9 cent.

Framed by aedicula with triangular pediment and akroteria. A female figure reclines

on couch in usual altitude and dress, with cup in right hand and wreath in left :

7-
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her right knee is raised; her hair hangs down her neck. Behind her legs stand two

smali figures with arms raised. Above, at fool of couch, is a jackal seated to right

upon a standard. Row of objects below between legs of couch, amphora in stand,

vessel with large round object on top , and three-legged table with two cups on it.

Relief en creux, the minor objects being merely incised in outline.

Inscription incised below in two lines :

TANeKeepojcoiAOTe

KNOCCJCLMLKAXOIAXB

Preservatioiv : Right hand top corner broken away; surface worn.

27629. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 996 mill.,

breadth m. 2a cent. — Abou Ballou, 1902 (pi. XXIII).

Without the usual architectural frame. A male figure, short-haired and shaven, recbnes

on couch in usual attitude and dress, with right leg stretched above left, holding

out cup in right hand. Below couch stand a large uncertain object (bouquet?),

amphora in stand, and three-legged table witli two cups on it. The relief is eii creux,

the objects below table being merely incised in outline.

Incised inscription below in one line :

lipa.KksiSrjs cos La? Lf a.%p la.

Presehvation : Edges a little chipped.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 358.T9.

27630. Funerary stele. — Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 20 cent.,

breadth o m. 990 mill. — Abou Ballou. 1902 (pi. XXIIIj.

In ordinary relief, without any architectural frame. A female figure, wearing a long-

sleeved garment, reclines on a couch on her left side, with right hand lying on knee

and left raised to side of head , the elbow resting on a large pillow. Her head is to

front, the hair being parted in the middle and drawn to each side. The couch is

not indicated below mattress. At head of couch stands a diminutive female figure,

tightly draped in chiton and himation , to front with head turned to her left. She

lays her right hand on her mother's arm, and her left arm hangs stiffly against

her side.

Inscription in field in well-cut letters :

TsKo.v'ki (Xp7V[iaT0TTCoXtie
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Second inscription, in smaller letters, above the small figure :

Preservation : Slightly broken along top; surface dirty and rather worn.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlree du Miisee, n° 35853.

27567. Painted stele. — Soft white limestone.— Height o m. 35 cent., breadth

m. 25 cent. — Saqqarah, Sarapeion, 1877 (pi. XXV).

The representation is on a rectangular plane enclosed by pediment, pilasters and base.

The base consists of four steps. The pilasters have a square base and a rounded

shaft bordered by two narrow rectangular sides, and end above in a naked female

figure of Egyptian type standing to front with arms folded across bosom, hair

hanging over shoulders and abacus on head. The architrave has two receding courses

underneath. There is a palmette at the apex of the pediment and a half-palmette at

each end. Two round holes are pierced downwards through the top, one on each side

of the central palmette; they slant towards each other and meet on the underside of

the architrave. The back of the stele is roughly flattened.

The representation consists of the bull Apis standing to left in front of a square

altar with high triangular corners and a two-step plinth. Above in the field are the

two following iaml)ic lines :

evuTivta xptvco tov B-eov -apoalayna. sy/jnv

^\JyayaBctl Kp>)s Z(j]iv xptvcdv tolSs

Colour : Inscription, outlines of altar, outlines and markings of bull done in black;

base and sides of pilasters black; line of red down middle of each pilaster; hair,

eves and pubesof female figures black, lips red, and background black; abaci red;

course betw een abaci black and lower course red ; tympanum (and base ?) of pediment

red;front of roof black; central palmette red (?) on black background; side palmettes

black on red background; traces of black and red on base ?

Probably the sign-board of a professional interpreter of dreams at the Sarapeion, see

Rubensohn, loc. cil.

Preservation : In good condition ; slightly chipped here and there.

BiBL.: Maspero, Guide, n° 5633 (p. 385); Notice, 1895-1897, 11° 38i; Festschrift fur J. Vahlen,

p. 3 ff. ( Riibeiisolin); Arch. Aiizeigcr, 1901 , p. 201 , n° 1 1 ; Compte-rendu de I'Acad. des Inscr.,

1879, p. i3o. Further references with regard to the inscription in Arch. Ant., loc. cit.

27568. Relief representing the Emperor Antoninus Pius and his family. —
Marble. — Height o ni. 85 cent., length 1 m. 1 i cent. (pi. XXVI).

A row of five figures standing to front. The Emperor is in the centre, an elderly

bearded man with head slightly turned to his left and left knee bent, holding a roll in
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his right hand and grasping mantle «ithleft;he wears tunic, mantle (wrapped across

waistand carried over left shoulder), sandals, diadem with rosette-shaped ornament

in front "', and a ring on the third linger of his left hand. By his right side is a

youth with thick curly hair (Marcus Aurelius), dressed exactly like the Emperor, with

head slightly turned to his right and right knee hent, holding a wreath or cloth

in his right hand and grasping mantle with left. On the other side of Antoninus

stands a second curly-headed youth (Lucius Verus) with head slightly turned to his

left and left knee hent; he holds a roll in his left hand A\hile his right hangs slung

against his hosom in his mantle; hesides the mantle, in which he is enveloped from

shoulders to ankles, he wears tunic, sandals and diadem. At each end of the group

stands a woman, probably the younger Faustina beside Marcus Aurelius and the

elder Faustina beside Lucius Verus. The former is looking to her left, with left foot

drawn back; she wears chiton, sandals and mantle (draped in a common

conventional scheme); her hair is arranged in ridges round forehead, covering

ears, and is coiled round the top of her head. The woman at the other end stands

\>ilh right knee bent, head slightly turned to her right, left arm laid across hosom

and right hand raised to chin, the right elbow resting on left hand; she is clad in

chiton and mantle, tlie latter beingcarried over the back of her head, and wears also

sandals and diadem; hair rendered without detail.

There is a projecting ledge along the bottom of the relief. Marks of drill between

fingers and toes; folds of drapery tend to be straight and mechanical. The pupils of

the eyes are hollowed out.

As the elder Faustina died in i /i i A. D. uhen Lucius Verus was only eleven vears of age,

the relief probably portrays the Imperial family after her death and deilicalion, and

the pensive attitude in which she is represented may have been chosen with a view

to express this. The veil over the hack of the head is characteristic of the coins on

which she appears as diva Fauslina. On the other hand, as Marcus Aurelius is still

represented as a lieardless voulh, liie relief cannot refer to a period much later than

the death of Faustina. It may be placed therefore about the lime of the marriage of

Marcus Aurelius with the younger Faustina (i/i6 A. D.) — hence their position

side by side on the relief— when she and Lucius Verus were about sixteen years

old. The beardlessness of Marcus Aurelius is not a serious objection to this date,

for on the coins he is occasionally represented as beardless as late as 1 4 5 or i /i 6 A. D.

(Bernoulli, Rum. Ikon., vol. II, p. i8i). It may be noted that a portrait-statue of

the younger Faustina representing her as the wife of Marcus Aurelius but at the same

time of very maidenly appearance, was found at Olympia amid a group of royal

personages from the exedra of Herodes Atticus; the hair on the statue is dressed

in much the same way as on our relief. \>hile the drapery scheme is of a closely

allied type [Ohjmpia, Bildiverhe, pi. LWIII, i and LXIX, 5). It must be admitted

at the same time thai the exact drapery scheme of the ligure on the relief whom we

have identified with the younger Empress occurs on a statue of the elder Faustina

(i) Perliaps ail abl)revi;ili(iii for a wrealli willi a nietlallioii in froiil.
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from the same Olympian group (^op. cit., pi. LXVII, i and LXIX, 3). But considering

tlie indiscriminate way in whicli these slock motives were used in (iraeco-Roman

portraiture and llie provincial character of the relief, shown by the un-Roman

dress of the Emperors, this difficulty need not stand in the way of the proposed

identification. The features of the ladies arc unfortunately not distinct enough to

decide the question.

Preservation : Vertical break ]>etween Antoninus and Lucius Verus; the corners of

the slab are broken away; surface worn and badly stained.

Bibl: Guide, 190-2, p. 121.

27569. Stele with representation of Emperor or Deity surrounded by attendants

and soldiers. — Wliite iimcslone. — Ileighl o ni. 56 cent., breadth

o m. Uc) cent. — Provenance uncertain [Cairo according; to Journal

iVenlree, Saqqarali on the label of 1897] (pi. XXV).

Plain rectangular slali wilh two rows of figures. In the centre of the top row the

chief personage is sealed to front upon abroad-backed throne, resting right arm on

sceptre and wearing long-sleeved girdled tunic, cloak buckled on breast, boots,

rays and disk, fillet and hem Item crown. By his left side stands a figure with long

liairhanping on shoulders, carrying uncertain object in left hand and followed by

a small dog; he (or perhaps she) is enveloped in a mantle and wears also tunic

and boots. On the other side of the throne stands an attendant (to right wilh head

to front), draped and sandalled, with right hand on the top of a large trumpet-

shaped object. i\e\t to him stands a man holding ivs sceptre in right hand and short

baton in left; he wears a long-sleeved, short tunic with girdle; a scarf or mantle with

fringed end is drawn over left shoulder and. lucked under girdle; his feet are in

boots. The second row consists of five figures standing to front. All of them are

booted. The first to spectator's left carries a whip (?) in his right hand and wears

short tunic with friujjed scarf hanging over left shoulder. The next figure leads

a camel by a rope in his right hand and holds a spear in his left ; he wears short

tunic and a cloak over his back; the camel has a bell roimd its neck. Next stands an

archer iiolding bow in left hand and pulling an arrow out of quiver with right; he

wears short tunic (either long-sleeved or leaving right shoulder free) and a cloak,

and a sword hangs against his right side. The next person wears a short tunic

with girdle and sleeves, and cloak over back, and holds an object like a

branch in his left band. At the end of the row stands a figure dressed like the

preceding one, holding sword in right hand and sheath in left; the end of his

mantle hangs down in front of bis left arm. All the figures in both rows have close-

shaven faces and (with the above-mentioned exception) short curly hair.

Executed in low relief. The throned figure is the only one from which the surrounding

background has been cut away. The sm-face, however, is smooth and finished.
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Colour : Flesh red, traces of biack on hair, red and blue on drapery ; hoots black;

vellow on camel, crown of Emperor (?), sword-sheath of last figure and several of the

girdles.

Very late period. The Museum possesses a fragmentary painting with a similar

subject.

Preservation : Face of stele smeared with mud; colours much obscured.

BiBL.: Journal d'entree du Miisee , n" 3oooi : Aod'ce, 1895-1897, n" 287.

27570. Relief representing a male and a female deity (Zeus and Athena?).

—

YellovN sandstone. — Height o m. 69 cent., length o ni. 54 cent,

(pi. XXV).

Both are seated to front upon thrones, she by his right side. His right arm is raised

holding sceptre, and In his left hand lies a thunderbolt. He wears breastplate or short

tunic, girdle and cloak, buckled on his breast and flung over ills left shoulder. His head

Is of the conventional Zeus tvpe, with flowing hair and beard. His companion also

has her right arm raised while she lays her left hand on the lop of a shield

standing by her side. She wears breastplate (?), with girdle round waist, and

(jorgoneion (?) on bosom; the latter is perhaps the buckle of a cloak which Is drawn

across her lap, leaving the left leg bare. Her hair hangs down on her shoulders.

Not clear whether she wore a headdress as this part of the relief is unfinished. By

her left shoulder stands a hawk or owl (to left, with head to front).

Carved upon a rectangular slab with a slight ledge along the bottom. The work has

been left In an unfinished or very rough condition. Traces of red paint here and

there, applied over a coat of white.

An Inscription Is cut along the bottom ledge In l« lines (much injured) ; remains of

red paint In the letters :

Preservation : Three corners broken awav ; surface worn.

27571. Small relief. — Soft white limestone.— Height m. 1 3;") mill., length

o ra. lucent. — Bought. i^'Jan. i88^pl. XXV).

The upper part of a male figure Is represented In back view with head turned to

front. He lias a beard and long shock hair (somewhat after the tvpe of Marsyas),

and something indistinct Is fastened round his waist. The small female figure to

spectator's left Is probably a serpent-bodied Isis, though as the lower part Is broken

It Is dlfllcult to trace the coils. She holds a torch In her right arm and a cornucopiae
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in her left ; her bosom is draped ; and her hair hangs down on each side of her

neck'".

Preservation : Broken on ihe side to spectator's right; the otlier three sides have,

to some extent at least, been cut smooth in recent times; surface a good deal worn.

BiBL. : Jouninl d'vniree du Musee , n° aSigG; Arcli. Anzeiger, 1901, p. 201, n° \h.

27572. Large relief representing two deities, male and female (Antaios and

consort?) -'. — Coarse limestone. — Heiglit -j m. 81 cent., length

am. 16 cent.— Luxor (pi. XXVII).

Both are represented standing to front with legs in profile to spectator's right, the

female figure by the right side of the male. The latter, who has the flowing hair and

beard of the Zeus-type, holds a gazelle by the horns with his left hand and runs

a sword though its throat, the animal standing v\ith head turned towards its slayer,

hindlegs on his left foot and forelegs on a small rectangular object. He wears a

breastplate (with scales and fringes and a thunderbolt in relief on each shoulder-

plate), a girdle knotted round his waist, a cloak thrown over his back and fastened

on his breast bv a i)uckle consisting of a Gorgoneion (with wings on temples and

serpent-knot below chin), a sword-belt over right shoulder, bracelets, greaves (with

lions' heads at the knees) and sandals. His head is surrounded by rays, disk, and

laurel-wreath with hanging fillet-ends. His companion holds a sceptre in her

upraised right arm and an indistinct object against her bosom in her left hand. She

wears chiton, mantle wrapped round waist and carried over left shoulder, neck-

lace (consisting of a row of rosettes and a row of oval beads) and shoes or sandals.

Her hair, which is rendered by rows of studs, forms a round arch round her face

and is surmounted by several emblems, disk with uraeus in front and indistinct

object aliove'^', cow's horns. p/(c;(< on each side in profile, and ram's horns

disk and plumes at each end, all in relief upon a large disk. On the left side

of the head of the male figure is an eagle, to front, with wings outspread and

head turned to its right, perched upon a wreath ; below is a thunderbolt, upright.

Between the heads of the two figures a small Harpokrates is scaled to front upon a

(1) Tlic two figures are iiilerpreled in .-trr/i. An:., he. cil., as a Paiiisca and possibly a Centaur. For the

type of llie male liead cf. a relief published in Bulletin de corr. hell., 1890, pi. X.

(2) The two figures are explained liy M. GoleniscbelTas Anlaios and Neplilhys in the article ciled above. The

grounds for this interprelalion will be found in an earlier article by the same author (Zeitschrift , 1882,

p. i35) in which he publishes two undoubted representations of the Libyan giant Antaios killing a gazelle.

The figure on the relief is of a more pantheistic character than these representations, but it certainly

seems to be grounded on the Anlaios type. As regards his female consort, she has so little individuality

that it would be rash to give her a distinctive name. Cf. the divine couple on n" 27570, a work of equally

late style.

(3) Interpreted by M. GolenischelT as Ihe hieroglyphic symbol of Nephthys much abbreviated.

Cntal. du Musee. n. 27425. "
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lotus flower, with curly Imir, pshent , right forefinger to moulh, and cornitcopiae in

left arm. Below appears the head of a gazelle or jackal and also the top of an

indistinct object hy the right shoulder of tliemale figure (part of his accoutrement?).

The work consists of two large slabs joined vertically. If the cutting down the middle

of the female figure is ancient another slab must have been inserted in this place;

but the cutting is probably modern. The eyes were inlaid with stone or paste, but

the pupils have disappeared.

Preservation : Existing parts as shown ; breaks through neck and legs of female figure

;

surface much \\orn.

BiBL. : Notice, 1895-1897, n° 3io; Guide, 1902, 11° 3io, p. 127; Zeitschrifl fur aeg. Sprache,

iSgi.p. 1 and pL I (GolenischelT).

27573. Graeco-Egyptian stele. — Limestone. — Height o m. 55 cent., length

o ni. 53 cent. — Lu\or; presented hy Mourad Ali, Consular Agent of

the United States at Luxor (|)L XXV).

Abroad, round-topped stele with a representation of four deities standing to front and

a fifth figure on liorseback (deity or worshipper?). Beginning from spectator's left,

the first figure is Isis with right arm raised, wearing chiton, mantle, and headdress

of disk, plumes and corn-ears (or horns ?). Next comes Sarapis with left arm

raised, holding with right hand a small child (Harpokrates) who stands between

him and Isis; he wears cliiton, mantle (round waist and over left shoulder), and

indistinct headdress; behind him appears a round-topped niche or shrine. The next

figure is a hawk-headed Horus with right arm raised , wearing breastplate or short

tunic, cloak and psitent (in profile to right). Next to him is a beardless male god (Ra?),

wearing loin-cloth, ram's horns and large disk; his right arm is raised and he holds

with left hand a small indistinct figure standing on the ground. Towards these

approaches (on a rather higher level) a bearded man riding on a saddled horse; his

head is turned to front, his right arm raised, and he wears breastplate and cloak'".

Above his head is a hawk (to right, with right wing extended and left drooped).

Below is a narrow frieze of animals, crocodile to left confronted by lion and deer; two

buds (?) between crocodile and lion.

Above, in the exergue, is another group. In the middle Harpokrates is seated to right

with left hand to moulh and scourge in right; he wenvspslient ami necklace. Towards

him approaches Bes with head to front, wearing lion's skin and crown (?) and

playing harp, and next to Bes comes a serpent or Agalhodaemon wearing psiient.

On the other side of Harpokrates lotus buds and flower and a Uraeus wearing

indistinct crown. At each end is a branch of papyrus , and overhead there is a winged

Uraeus-disk.

(
I

) Perhaps a deified Emperor : cf. tlie equestrian statues of Marcus Aurelius.
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A line in relief divides exergue from main frieze. The animals below are carelessly

carved on the original plane. Traces of white coat and red paint.

Preservation : Surface somewhat worn.

BiBL. : Joiirml d'eiilree dii Musk, n" 22183; Maspero, Guide, n° 5/i8'i (p. 36o).

27574. Graeco-Egyptian Sphinx in relief.— Coarse whitish limestone.— Height

m. 73 cent., length o ni. 96 cent. (pi. XX\III).

A winged male Sphinx covered with a profusion of attributes, moving to right with

head turned to front. He has a thick crop of hair partly covered by klaft, and he

wears a crown of ram's horns disk and uraei (?). A sort of apron with vertical ribbings

hangs in front of his chest; there is a covering over his back; and two chains, with

a disk at the point of intersection, are fastened diagonally round his body. A croco-

dile's head protrudes from the front of his chest. He treads on a long Uraeus; small

serpents encircle his legs like anklets ; and his tail ends in a Uraeus-head (?). A hawk's

head (in profile to left), wearing ram's horns (?) and disk, is set upon his rump.

Between this and the tip of his tail is a large indistinct emblem.

Carved on a roughly rectangular slal) with ledge along the bottom. The work is either

unfinished or left very rough in places. The eyes have apparently been inserted.

Preservation : Face of Sphinx and nose of crocodile chipped ; edges broken a good deal.

BiBL. : Maspero, Catalogue, u" 5425 (?). Cf. B. M. Cat. of coins, Alexandria, XXVI, 853.

27575. Stele of late Egyptian type '". — Soft yellowish limestone. — Height

m. 54 cent., breadth m. h'i cent. (pi. XXVIII).

Round-topped stele with antae. The top part is filled by a winged Uraeus-disk, the disk

and Uraei being extremely small. Below this is the main representation. A hawk-

headed crocodile with tail ending in Uraeus-head, wearing ;w/(e«^ stands to right

upon a large coil or coiled serpent. Facing the crocodile stands a priest or worshipper

holding up his right hand towards the phml in adoration and looking up in the

same direction. He is short-haired and clean-shaven, and is clad in a tunic and an

upper garment fastened over left shoulder and under right arm. Below is a large

space with remains of ruled lines evidently intended for an inscription (and probably

for a Greek one). The inscription however has either never been executed or has

been effaced.

( 1
) Cf. MrL>E, Cat. of Grech lusn:, n° 9202 , a slele of similar type with a Greek iascriplion. With flie human

figure on the slele cf. the slatuello of a priest of Sebek, u° -27495. The coil on which the crocodile stands

seems to end in a serpen fs head and may therefore merely represent a coiled serpent. It is also possible

that it is intended as a reference to the Labyrinth in the Fayoum (cf. the representations of the Cretan

Labyrinth on the coins). The Fayoum, as is well known, was a great centre of crocodile worship and

the relief may very well have come from there.
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CoLoi'R : Remains of dark paint, over a coat of white.

PnESEnvATioN : Surface a good deal worn.

27527. Fragment of large plaque with engraved ornamentation. — Marble.—
Height m. 2C) cent., breadth o ni. 35 cent. (pi. XXIV).

On the right is part of a laurel-wrealh with incised border, within which is a mystic

eye. There is a small seated figure below the eye, with cap and plumes of Osiris,

and also an indistinct mark : incised ring round about. To the left of the wreath are

two human figures in profile to right, one above the other : they are naked except for

a strip of drapery which hangs from their shoulders : the upper one is male and

probably also the lower one. The latter stands with left leg drawn back, holding out

a long object like the stalk of a plant in right hand and with left arm drawn back

from shoulder; the upper figure is moving forward, holding out a similar object in

left hand. A jug stands in front of the upper figure and part of a large vessel in front

of the lower. To left of them is a large curving branch with twigs and flowers and

to left again an Egyptian bouquet of lotus flowers and buds. Fragment of incised

design overhead. The back is ruled with incised lines.

Technique : Most of the ornamentation is merely incised, l)ut the larger parts are in

sunk relief.

PRESEnvATio:^ : Broken all roimd; surface rather worn.

27528. Graeco-Egyptian stele. — J.,imestone.— Height o ni. 3o cent., breadth

m. '?() cent., thickness o m. oc)") mill. — Bought (pi. XXIV).

Rather thick rectangular block with smoothed face. The representation consists of a

Uraeus and a serpent or iAgathodaemon coiled and confronting each other with

erected heads, the serpent being on the riglit. The Uraeus wears the headdress of

Isis, cow's horns, disk and plumes, and the serpent tlie crown of Upper Egypt.

Between them is a small winged griflin seated to riglit upon a rectangular base and

placing its left forefoot on a wheel in the form of a rosette. Its head is turned down,

its wing' erected, and its tail curled upwards.

The serpents are in fairly higli relief but the griffin fii crcii.v. Traces of black and red

paint; red on disk of Uraeus and tail of serpent; black about the head of serpent (?).

On the top of the stele is a written Demotic inscription (see Spiegelberg's, Cat. ofDem. tmcr.y

Preservation : Surface rather worn in parts.

BiBL. : Joimuil d'enlree du Musee, n° : . .087 (two first figures illegible).

27576. Head of Sphinx (?). — Limestone like n" rjyby^. — Height o m. 38 c,

breadth m. 33 cent.

Fragment of a relief of same style as 11° 2757/1. Beardless head, to front, with thick
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crop of hair partly covered l)y conventional «ig. The wig is encircled by small

projecting animals' heads (indistinct). Traces of apron and crocodile's head in front

of breast (?).

PnESERVATioN : Only the head and a little of the breast are preserved; surface worn.

27577. Slab with relief. — While limestone. — Height o ni. 78 cent., breadth

in. 36 cent., depth o in. 3/i cent. (pi. XXIX).

Rectangular block with relief in front, sunken panel on each side and plain back. It is

not clear how it ended above.

The relief apparently consists of a naked female figure dancing to right with a narrow

strip of drapery hanging from her arms. There is a ledge along the foot below relief.

Preservation : In very l)ad condition; top of block worn away; head of figure broken

off; deep cuts through ankles.

27578. Slab with relief. — \Miiie limestone. — Heiglil in. 78 cent., breadth

o m. 36 cent., depth m. 34 cent. (pi. XXIX).

Rectangular block of same shape as n" 27677. It has probably formed part of the same

construction.

The relief consists of a dancing female figure, with head turned to left(?). One arm is

raised and holds a narrow strip of drapery arched over her head. She apparently

wears a long garment, the ends of which lloat about her ankles (?).

Preservation : Much worn, especially on the top.

27579. Trough. — Soft white limestone. — Length o ni. 66 cent., breadth

o m. kli cent. — Naukralis, 1899.

Shallow rectangular trough with herring-bone pattern cut on the inside. At each end

is a pair of three shallow semicircular cuttings along the edge of the rim. Theunder-

edges are bevelled.

Inscription cut along two sides of rim (2 with slanting strokes) :

AIONYZIH AHMHTPI

Probably from a Ptolemaic shrine of Demeter, see B.S. A., he. at.

Preservation : Somew hat worn in middle of inside.

BiBL. : Journal (Ventree du Musk, n" 33597 ; British School Annual, viiI.V, p. 4i.
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27580 rt. h. Fragments of a large basin with designs in relief upon the outside.

— White marble. — Length of a o m. /i65 mill., length of h

o m. 2a cent. (pi. X

Tlie lower part is covered \\ith roselle paltern (radiating from the base) over uliich

akanthos leaves with curving tips are carved at intervals. Round the neck, wliich is

sliglitlv concave, runs a frieze of wavy akanlhos-sprays with flowers and buds of

various kinds springing from them (rose-lotus among others?), and on one of these a

long-necked bird is perched. Underneath the rim is an Aeolic kymation. Two lines

are incised round the inside of the rim.

Marks of drill.

Preservation : In three fragments, t\vo of which are joined together; the third piece

does not fit on.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n" 28i58: Notice, 1890-1897, n° 388; Arch. Anzeiger, 1901,

p. 207, n" 529.

27581. Altar with inscribed dedication. — A\ hite marble with blue tinge.

Height m. .5 2 cent., diam. of base m. 555 mill.

Round altar with plain mouldings round top and bottom.

Inscription carved on one side as follo« s :

YFEIPBAIIIAEnzin'ToAEMAfoY
KAlBAHlAl JZJlHZAFillNoHr

OEiriN'ti lAop-ATopn-N
AP'oAriNloSlAriniT-NIoYK/M
TlMoKloNKPIZlAAoYKAlTAnAlAlA
AHnHTPIK/MKoPHKAIAlKAlorYNH

Preservation : (Shipped here and there.

BiBf.'Advvxtov, III, 81 (Ndroutsos): Bee. Arch., XW II (N. S.), Z19; Compt. Rend. Ac. Insc,

1873, 328; Strack, Dyn. PtoL, 287, n° 54.

27582. Small altar. — White marble. — Height o m. ih cent., diam. of base

m. io5 mill.— Koj)tos ([)1. XXX).

Round altar with mouldings round top and bottom. The top is slightly scooped out.

Marks of turning.

Preservation : A little incrusted and discoloured.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee , n" 25378.
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27583. Small altar. — Brown granite. — Height o ni. i3 cent., diam. of base

o ni. oqS mill. — Koptos.

Same type as n° 9 75 8 2. Bears conspicuous traces of turning.

Pbeservatio.n : Slightly chipped.

BiBL. : Journal d'ciilree du Musec, n" aoSyS; Maspero, Catalogue, n" 5778.

27584. Small altar. — Polished l)lack basalt. — Height m. xh'o mili., diam.

of base o ni. 1 ly mill.

Same type and technique as n" 27082. The top also has been scooped out by means

partly of wheel.

PRESERVATiofi : Chipped here and there.

27585. Small altar. — Dark, white-speckled stone with |)olished surface. —
Height m. i6/i mill., diam. of base o m. i3/i mill. — Koptos.

Same as preceding.

Preservation : Slightly chipped.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee, 11° 2537^1 (?); Maspero, Catalogue, 11° 6772 (?).

27586. Small altar.— Dark stone with polished surface.— Height o m. 20 cent.

,

diam. of base o m. 17 cent.

Same as preceding. Shallow rectangular hole in the middle of base.

Preservation : Part of base broken off; badly chipped, especially round top.

27587. Small altar. — Soft while limestone. — Height m. lyS mill. —
Tell Nawa (Memphis).

Of same type as preceding, with a low square plinth. Incised line round upper part of

drum.

Slight traces of paint.

Preservation : Badly broken round top and base.

BiBL. : Journal iTentree du Musee, n° 88277.
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27588. Small altar. — While limestone. — Heifjht o m. 2i5 mill. — Balan-

sourali (pi. XXX).

Small columnar altar standing on rectangular plinth with four short legs. The column

has a base like a reversed echinus and an echinus capital surmounted by a rather

deep bowl. The surface of the upper part of column is left on a rather higher plane

than that of the lower. iMade without wheel.

Preservation : Marks of usage; the bowl is blackened by smoke and the inside of it is

coated with a burnt deposit. Chipped in places.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee , n" SoSgo.

27589. Small round altar on a rectangular plinth. — \\ liitish limestone. —
HeijJ-ht o m. aaS mill., hfeadth of j)linth cm. i 4 cent. — Labyrinth,

Oct. 1862 (pi. XXX).

The round altar has four short legs, mouldings round top and bottom and a wavy vine-

wreath round the middle: there is a shallow lozenge-shaped sinking in the centre of

the bowl. The plinth has also four short legs and mouldings round top and bottom; in

the centre of each side is a bucraniuni , and these are connected w ith each other by a

long wirath w hich liangs belw een them in festoons and is held together by fillets.

Sliglit traces of various colours (probably applied over a coat of «hite).

Technique : Drum of altar partly made by means of wheel.

Preservation : Marks of usage, the bowl being coated witli a burnt deposit. Chipped

and worn.

BiBL. : Journal denlree du Muace , n" igcjQ.T: Maspero, Guide, n" Cii8 (p. iiG); Notice.

1895-1897, n° 892; Arch. Anzeigcr, 1901, p. 307,11° 27.

27590. Graeco-Egyptian aedicula.— Soft white limestone.— Hei^jhlo m. 3o c,

breadth o m. i55 mill. —Bought, iG May 1887 (pi. XXIX).

Round-roofed, Mitli pilaster and akroterion on each side. The capitals and akroteria

are fluted vertically; the ornamentation on the face of the arch consists of a denticu-

lated band between two plain ones. Inside is a two-step plinth which broadens

outwards from base to top. A serpent is represented in relief down the middle of

the back. The shrine has stood upon three short triangular legs.

Marks of various attachments. There is a shallow rectangular sinking on the exterior

wall on each side, pierced by five holes (one at each corner and one in the middle);

there is a vertical hole through the middle of the arch ; and there are also holes

through the akroteria.

Preservation : Part of base and of one wall broken away; surface chipped and stained.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 27761.
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27591. Fragment of a leg of a table. — White marble. — Height o m. 89 cent.

Of same general type as n" 27692. The piece preserved comprises the head of a lion

with open jaws, issuing from foliage. The lower part has heen in the form of a hind leg.

Marks of drill.

Preservation : Broken olT short ahove and helow; surface broken a good deal.

27592. Leg of table. — Black and white granite. — Height m. 70 cent.

(pi. XXX).

Consists of hindleg of panther ending ahove in head of panther with open mouth;

above, a short round drum and rectangular capital. There is a small hole above, for

pinning on the flat top, and a rectangular projection below fool for fastening it into

a base.

Preservation : Good.

27593. Leg of table. — \\ hite, streaky alabaster with smooth polished surface.

— Height m. 4o cent.

Like n" a 769 a. Consists of hindleg and licad of panther, surmounted by a support with

squared front and hole sunk in the top.

Preservation : Foot broken off; ears and lower jaw broken; chipped in places.

27594. Fragment of leg of table. — While, streaky alabaster with smooth

polished surface. — Height m. 3o cent.

Of same type as n° a^SgS. Below the panther's head hangs an ivy-wreath.

Preservation : Top and bottom broken off.

27595. Leg of table. — Hard white limestone.— Height m. 5o cent.

Of same type as n° 27693.

Preservation : Foot broken off; ears and mouth of panther chipped.

27602. Leg of table.— Wood. — Height m. 83 cent., breadth of capital

o m. i83 mill. — Favoum, 1901 (pi. XXX).

Of same general type as n" 27699 ; it consists of the hindleg and head of a panther or

lioness, surmounted by a rectangular capital; there is a short projection above for

fitting into the board and a long projection below pierced by a horizontal rectangular

Calal. rtu Muiee, n. 37420. 9
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siit. The throal of the animal is surrounded by a « wolf's leeUm pattern (in imita-

tion of a fringe of hair). There is a long ornament like a thyrsos down the front

of the leg, flanked on each side by a wavy branch with spiral tendrils (and among

them on the left side a bunch of grapes?). On the face of the capital is a floral

design as shown, surrounded by a rectangular frame.

Technique : The above-mentioned designs are incised in tiie wood and have been fdled

with a metal inlay (probably lead), of which there arc still a good many oxydized

remains. The top of the panther's head is covered w ilh small round sinkings which

have apparently been treated in the same wav. The eyes also have been inlaid. The

front of the upper part of the head is made of a separate piece of wood and is attached

by means of four wooden pins, and the right side of the lower jaw has been joined

on in the same manner. There are traces in tlie underside of the mouth of two metal

pins, the object of which is not clear (possibly for attachment of tongue?). The only

remains of colour are some traces of red on the palate.

Preservation : Hight ear, right side of lower jaw and tip of muzzle broken ofl"; the

attached portion of upper jaw has come apart slightly from the rest of head; the

wood is cracked all over, though still fairly sound.

BiBi. : Journal d'entrec du Miisee, n° 27)ili'4.

27601. Leg of some large utensil. — White marble. — Heijjlil o m. /ii cent.

— Naukratis, 1899 (pi. XXX).

For shape see illustration. Round the middle of tlie shaft is a ring of leaves, every

second one of which is overlapped by its neigiibours. Above are vertical flutings

arranged in pairs (or long leaves?), every other pair being overlapped on each side.

The foot has been let into a base; there are four vertical slits down it, a hole is

bored in the middle of each slit, and there are remains of a lead fastening in one of

the holes.

Colour : Traces of red on flutings and yellow on leaves below.

Preservation : Top broken; surface chipped here and there.

BiBL. : Journal ientree da Musee, n° 335()5.
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27619. Sculptured block. — Soft while limestone. — Height o ni. a 4 cent.,

ienpth o m. 89 cent., depth m. i3 cent. — Tell Atrib (Athribis),

1903(1)1. XXXI).

The ornamentation is in l« ro«s. The top row consists of five triglyphs witli var-

ious symbols in the metopes. These are as follows (beginning from left) :
— 1 . coiled

Uraeus with head erect to right, crested; 9. crown of Isis, consisting of cow's horns,

disk and plumes ; 3. fnh'nl of peculiar form in profile to left; h. coiled serpent

(Agathodaemon) with head twisted round to left, wearing pkenl. The lower row is

decorated with two sets of continuous spirals diverging from an ornament in the

middle uhich consists of an erect branch flanked by half-palmettes. The interstices

between the spirals are filled with conventional three-petalled flowers.

The block has had a set-back at each end. The l)ack is roughly flattened, and the top

and bottom are quite smooth.

Preservation : Vertical break through the middle ; left end much broken and right end

slightly; surface slightly scratched and worn.

BiBL. : Joiiniitl d'eiiliee dii Muxee, 11° 35325.

27596. Capital. — Gre\ sandstone. — Height m. 53 cent., diam. at base

o m. 5o cent.— Erment (pi. XXXI).

Has had a quadrilateral top and is ornamented on each of its four sides with a pattern

in relief consisting of akanthos leaves, volutes and rosettes arranged as shown.

Traces of coat of stucco.

There is a quadrilateral sinking on one side of lop.

Preservation : .Much chipped , especially round the top.

RiBL. : Jouniiil (Teiitrh du Musce, n° 28969.

27597. Capital C.— Black basalt with polished surface.— Height m. 67 cent.,

diam. of drum m. 36 cent., breadth of abacus m. 6^ cent. —
Damanhour, 1898 ; said to come from Naukratis (pi. XXXI).

Bell-shaped calyx capital \\ilh vertical round-tipped flutings, two incised lines round

top of drum; Greek abacus.

Preservation : Slightly chipped here and there.

BiBL. : Journal d'en tree du Musk, n° 33oio.

(0 There is a similar capital in the British Museum on the lop of a short column.
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27598. Capital.— Soft white limestone. — Height o ni. 17;) mill., breadth

cm. 295 mill. — Tell Mokdam. 6^'' Dec. 1898.

Perhaps of a pilaster as the back half is left plain. The lower part is round and the

upper part four-cornered and concave-sided. The decoration of the front is as follows:

the lower part is covered with erect leaves; above the leaves is a volute stretching

from corner to corner; above the middle of the volute is a human head to front

between two spiral leaves; a bead moulding runs along the top. The two sides

contain part of a similar design.

Preservation: Much broken behind; surface a good deal worn.

27599. Block from a small wall.— Soft white limestone. — Height o m. 5o c,

length m. 54 cent. — Marked K. G.

Ends in front in a pilaster «ith lUited shaft and capital ornamented with akanthos

leaves and flowers with curled-over sepals. A cornice runs along each side and is

continued round the back.

Remains of stucco and slight traces of paint.

Marks of drill on capital. Lines incised on top.

Preseiivation : Worn a good deal.

27600. Gargoyle.— Blue-streaked marble. — Height m. Socent.. length

o m. 60 cent. (j)l. XXIX).

Consists of an open channel with squared sides leading into a lion's head (of ordinary

Greek type) with open mouth.

Preservation : Broken behind.

27627. Gargoyle.— Coarse white limestone, full of shells.— Length 1 m. 4 1 c.

,

breadth across lion's head o m. 45 cent.

Same type as 27600, except that the lion's mane is rather shaggier. The teeth are

arranged in a symmetrical zigzag pattern. The channel, which is preserved entire,

is o m. ih cent, deep and cm. id cent. wide. There are some remains of plaster

on the top of the sides.

Preservation : In good condition.

27626. Unfinished statue. — Grey sandstone. — Height 1 m. ^2 c. (pi. XIV).

Standing figure wearing himation draped across front of body and drawn over left

shoulder, perhaps also chiton and modius. The right arm hangs by the side and a
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small object seems lo be attached to the hand from below. The left hand holds a

large object against the shoulder.

The figure is roughly shaped out and is covered with coarse tool-marks. The back

is Hat.

Preservation : Lower part of legs wanting; horizontal breaks through neck, middle

of body and thighs.

27603. Bust of Sarapis (?). — Plaster "'. — Height o m. 96 cent. (pi. XXXII).

Perhaps a large medallion for the decoration of a wall. The head has been finished

behind while the lower part of the back is flat.

The subject represented is a bearded god with flowing hair and small wings on his

temples. The hair has hung over the forehead, as appears from the marks, though

the arrangement of it is not clear. He wears chiton and himation over left shoulder.

The back of his head is encircled by a twisted diadem and there has been an

ornament on the top of his head, probably a modius. The wings on the temples

suggest Boreas or Dionysos rather than Sarapis. But the arrangement of the

drapery as well as of the hair and beard, the probability that there was a modius

on ihe top of the head and the fact that the «ork forms a pair with n" u'yGo/i, which

undoubtedly represents Isis, make it much more probable that we have here a

representation of Sarapis under a new guise'-'.

Colour : Remains of paint, but the colours cannot be distinguished with certainty.

Technique : A core has first been formed of ordinary coarse plaster, and over this the

modelling has been done in fine white stucco. The pupil of the eye is hollowed

out and tliere is an incised ring round the iris.

Preservation : Head has been broken off at one time and is now joined on' with

plaster, part of shoulders and locks behind being restored; top of head broken;

surface chipped a good deal.

BiBL. : Arch. Aiizciger, 1901, p. flo.5, n" aS.

27604. Bust of Isis. — Plaster. — Height in. 86 cent. (pi. XXXII).

Of same general form as n" 2yGo3, with which it forms a pair.

She wears chiton and fringed mantle with Isiac knot. Her hair is waved to each side and

confined by a band round back of head, and she has had tresses hanging over her

shoulders. There may have been a crown on the top of her head but that part is

much broken.

Colour and technique like n" 27608.

Preservation: Head has been joined on, the neck, right shoulder and part of hair

(1) In Arcli. Aineiger, loc. cit., the nialerial is incorrectly described as cKalkstein mil Stuckiiberzugi5.

(2) Tiie wings may be intended as a symbol of Hermes, as on Roman coins the caduceus is sometimes asso-

ciated with Ihe sacred serpent of Sarapis.
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being restored in plaster; in (lie restoration the bosom has been wrongly twisted to

the right side; top of head and top of bust broken; surface much chipped and

injured.

BiBL. : Airh. Anzeiger, 1.901 , p. 9o5. n° ih.

27605. Part of a Sarapis in relief. — Stucco rqcI white marble. — Height

111. 19 cent. (|)I. XXXll).

Represented to front, looking to his left. He wears chiton, himation over left shoulder,

diadem and modtus (broken off).

The fragment is a piece of wall or furniture-decoration. It has been modelled in stucco

against a vertical plank, the marks of «hich are «ell preserved upon the back of it.

The face alone is carved in marble and inserted among the stucco.

CoLOun : The surface is covered, more or less completely, with a waxy coat of dark

bro\*n, but underneath this there can still be discerned the traces of its original

condition. Pink on drapery, with remains of gilding in the middle. The hair was

coloured brown, and it also bears slight traces of gilding here and there. The flesh

of tlie face «as probably left unpainted in the «hite marble, and the throat and

diadem have also l)een «hite. The lips were red. The eyes and eyebrows are black

and there is a line of red above and below the lids.

Preservation : Broken away below and on each side; modius broken off; mended break

across chest.

27606. Small mask of Seilenos. — Soft \ell()\v limestone. — Heiglit

o m. 066 mill. (pi. XXXII).

Usual type of Seilenos head, with beard and cluster of hair on each temple. His mouth

is open. The back is quite flat.

Traces of colour; black on eyes and hair and red on flesh.

Preservation : End of beard chipped; surface corroded by salt.

27607. Head of Bes.— Soft white limestone.— Height o m. i 4 cent. (pi. XXXII).

He has short hair on each temple and a long lock on the crown of his head, curled

forwards so as to form a suspension-ring. The inside of the head has been hollow ed

from underneath; the mouth appears to have been cut open; the eyes, ears and

nostrils are pierced; and there are also traces of holes below each ear. Perhaps a

lantern?

Preservation : Lower part broken away; surface much damaged.

BiBL. : Journal d'eiitree duMusee, n° SaoSS.
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27608. Part of a male figure (Harpokrates?). —- Wood and stucco. — Height

o m. 2o5 mill. — Akhmim (pi. XXXII).

Upper pari of youlhful male figure wearing a mantle draped round legs and drawn over

left shoulder from behind. He is looking upwards, his right haunch is bent outwards,

his right hand has probably been held to mouth and his left arm has hung by his

side. His head is surrounded by a fringe of curls with a knot above forehead and a

sort of queue behind, and a crown has been inserted in the top of his head.

The lower part of the back of the figure has been added separately; not clear how it

ended beiiind; perhaps similar to n" 9'y5i5.

Technique : The work has been rather roughly carved in wood and has then been covered

with a thick coat of stucco. Tlie stucco has been painted brown all over and finally

the front parts of flesh and hair have received a coat of gilding.

Pbeservation : Grown, front of nose, both arms and lower part of body broken away;

the stucco has peeled off to a large extent and the paint and gilding have partly

disappeared.

BiBL. : Journal d'enlrec (hi Miisee , n" 26089.

27515. Hawk with head of Sarapis. — Wood and plaster. — Length from tail

to end of modim o m. Go cent. — Akhmim; ohtalned along with

n° 97608.

Standing hawk of tlie ordinary Egyptian type with head and bust of a bearded god

wearing chiton. The type of head is that of Zeus rather than of Sarapis as the hair

does not han;; over the forehead in the manner characteristic of the Alexandrian

deity. In the top of tlie head tliere is fixed a large slump of wood w hich has probably

been the core of a modiiis. —

^

A large opening of this form \ / is rather roughly hollowed out in the back of

the hawk and some scraps \ / of cloth are still adiiering round the edges.

Presumably a funerary box. VJ

Technique : The body of the hawk is carved out of wood, but the bead and bust are

modelled in plaster over a wooden core. The lower part of tail has been pinned on

with a wooden pin, and there are two rectangular holes for the separate attachment

of the legs. The body of the hawk (except on the underside of tail) is covered with a

thin coat of white stucco, over which it is painted a dark red. On the head and bust

are traces of gilding as well as of paint, but the details arc dilficult to make out. The

plaster is pink near the surface and white underneath.

Preservation : Legs and end of tail wanting : the plaster has peeled off to a large extent

from breast and back of head, and the part that remains is in a rather insecure

condition; the face is incrusted with dirt.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee , n" 26088.
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27628. Small statuette of Herakles.— Green Steatite.— Height o m. 068 mill.,

breadth of base m. oyB mill.

Seated on a rock with rather wide-spreading base in front, his knees being apart and

slightly turned to his left. His right elbow rests on a corner of the rock and his

right hand on the top of club. A lion's skin is fastened round his neck and falls

over his back, covering his left arm which hangs by his side.

There is a round vertical hole bored in the rock behind his left hand. The lion's skin

is stippled with small notches and the surface bears conspicuous marks of rasping.

Same class of work as n° aySiy and n°' aySoa-s'ySo/i.

Preservation : Head wanting; chipped in places.

27502. Small funerary or religious representation. — Steatite. — Height

o m. 075 mill., length m. 107 mill. (pi. XI).

A female figure, enveloped in chiton and mantle, is seated in the middle of a couch,

her feet on a footstool, her right hand on her lap and her left raised to her throat.

On either end of the couch, upon a rectangular plinth, stands a large conical cap

encircled by a wreath. The couch has moulded legs and hangings in front.

Back roughly (lattened. Two deep holes in base, apparently for fastening it to some

other object.

Preservation : Head of female figure broken off; chipped in places.

27503. Boy on fish. — Steatite. — Height o m. o55 mill., length m. 09 cent.

— Bought, Dec. 1880 (pi. XI).

On the back of a large-headed fish reclines a small human figure with right leg crossed

over left, right hand on knee and left by side. He wears a conical cap with curled-

over tip, ornamented with impressed circles, and some indistinct drapery (cloak

round neck?). The fish has its liead raised and inclined to right. A scarf (cross-

hatched, with fringed end) is fastened round its breast, and its body is covered

\\ilh impressed concentric circles. Low elliptical plinth ornamented with slanting

incisions.lt is hollowed out underneath, and there is a small hole tlirough the

mouth of the fish.

Preservation: Tail offish (?) partly broken awav; small hole in back of fish; surface

chipped.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree dii Musee, n° ayoiy.

27504. Boy. — Steatite. — Height m. 06 cent. — Koptos [bought] (pi. XI).

Broad little figure standing with right arm by side and left against breast underneath
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drapery. He wears chlamys, buckled on right shoulder, llat cap and wrappings

round his legs (or boots).

Preservation : Front of left foot and end of drapery on right side broken off.

RiBL. : Journal d'enlree du Musee , n" aSSaa.

27505. Head of boy. — \ellow limestone. — Height m. 02 cent. Mil

Rahineh [Kom el arliain] (pi. XI).

From a tiny statuette. He wears flat piletis and wi-eath.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree du Musee , n" 3a 809.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

Page 1 1 , n" !27/i5'4. Read ctWealhered while marblen.

18, n° 27/i7 1 . From Alexandria according to Catalogue Maspero, from Naukratis accord-

ing to iVw/ice, i8{)5-i8c)y.

21, n" 27/198, 27^99. Most of the objects registered as ft Achat et fouilles de Daphnae«

come from the dealers and have no connection with Daphnae.

29, n° 27/(77. Also reproduced Reinacii, B^pertoire, II, p. 6(55, n° 5.

29, n" 27G16. Cf. Maspero, Sirapeum de Memphis, Atlas, pi. V, d.

82 , n° 27525. The object in his hands is encircled by a very indistinct wreath in relief.

33, n° 27526. Pink on parts of drapery.

35, n°' 27529, 27530. Mr. Milne observes that tiiese may be identical with two stelae

described in Rer.Arch. XVIII, 338, one from the eastern necropolis of Alexandria

and the other from near Hadra station.

58, ligne 9. Read Ran animals head like the lop of a tvs sceptre n.

71-72, Some of these small objects may be made of dark schist and not steatite, but as

thev are not within reach at present, I cannot verify this. Throughout this volume

the names given to the materials make no pretence to scientific accuracy but are

merely the current archaeological terms.

Calal. du Musee, n. ayJiaS.
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